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PEM – STANDARDUL DE POŞTĂ ELECTRONICĂ CU FACILITĂŢI DE
SECURITATE
Prof. univ. dr. ing. Ciprian Răcuciu
Drd. ing. Dragoş Glăvan
Abstract:
In this thesis is presented Privacy-Enhanced Mail (PEM), an Internet standard that provides for secure
exchange of electronic mail. PEM employs a range of cryptographic techniques to allow for confidentiality,
sender authentication, and message integrity. The message integrity aspects allow the user to ensure that a
message hasn't been modified during transport from the sender. The sender authentication allows a user to
verify that the PEM message that they have received is truly from the person who claims to have sent it. The
confidentiality feature allows a message to be kept secret from people to whom the message was not addressed.
Cuvinte cheie: poştă electronică, securitate, algoritmi criptografici, confidențialitate, integritatea legăturii.
1. INTRODUCERE
Cu siguranţă serviciul de poştă electronică este una dintre cele mai folosite facilităţi de comunicaţie din
prezent. Există însă mulţi utilizatori care încă nu au avut posibilitatea, interesul sau poate curajul să-i cunoască
avantajele. Cert este că, în scurt timp, e-mail-ul va deveni un instrument indispensabil pentru oricine.
Sistemul de e-mail este una dintre cele mai importante aplicaţii folosite pe sistemele de calcul, ducând
în acelaşi timp la dezvoltarea şi răspândirea la nivel global a internetului.
Printre principalele avantaje ale sistemului de poştă electronică, care au dus la răspândirea sa, sunt:
- fiabilitatea, garanţia că mesajele ajung la destinatar;
- timpul scurt, de ordinul secundelor sau a minutelor, între momentul în care un mesaj este expediat şi
momentul în care ajunge la destinatar;
- securitatea, putându-se utiliza mecanisme de criptare a conţinutului mesajelor;
- flexibilitatea, permiţând trimiterea într-un mesaj electronic (de obicei ca ataşament) a oricărui tip de
date: multimedia, documente, semnături electronice, facturi de plată, etc.
În ceea ce priveşte însă securitatea, poşta electronicǎ nu oferă condiţiile ideale. Mesajele pot fi
interceptate, în mod voit sau din eroare, de către persoane neautorizate sau de către administratorii sistemelor de
calcul. În cele mai multe versiuni de sisteme, UNIX, derivate Berkeley, incluzând şi pe cele de pe Sun, este
folosit programul Sendmail pentru a recepţiona şi trimite poşta electronică. Versiunile mai vechi de Sendmail au
unele deficienţe privind securitatea, permiţând penetrarea în sistem, obţinerea unor drepturi de acces şi activarea
unor programe sau scripturi în mod ilegal. O astfel de deficienţǎ a fost folositǎ de către Viermele Internet.
Se considerǎ cǎ poşta electronicǎ este un mediu deschis, ceva similar cărţilor poştale, a căror
confidenţialitate este deosebit de precarǎ. De exemplu, avocaţii şi clienţii lor folosesc zilnic poşta electronicǎ,
dar au realizat cǎ mesajele schimbate prin reţea pot fi citite de către persoane străine. Şi chiar dacǎ intuiesc
vulnerabilitatea poştei electronice, comoditatea şi credinţa cǎ numărul mare de mesaje care circulǎ în Internet
face improbabilǎ interceptarea corespondenţei, conduc la folosirea fără precauţie a e-mail-ului. Cei implicaţi
trebuie sǎ reţină cǎ sentimentul de intimitate este fals. Datorită faptului cǎ poşta electronicǎ este memoratǎ sub
formǎ digitalǎ, aceasta se pretează a fi supusă unei analize la scarǎ foarte mare cu ajutorul unor programe
speciale şi, ca urmare, mijloacele de selectare a unei anumite corespondenţe de interes sunt mult mai eficiente
decât în poşta tradiţionalǎ.
O soluţie pentru asigurarea confidenţialităţii mesajelor transmise prin Internet ar putea consta în
utilizarea unui soft adecvat protecţiei criptografice a scrisorilor schimbate prin poșta electronică. Pentru
asigurarea securităţii acestui serviciu, specialiştii recomandǎ standardul PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail) şi
programul PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), dar deosebit de utilizat este şi standardul MOSS (Microsoft Office
Sharepoint Server), în multe privinţe foarte asemănător cu PEM.
Scopul declanșării proiectului PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail) l-a constituit necesitatea asigurării
securităţii transmisiilor între utilizatorii poştei electronice din rețeaua Internet. Eforturile au început în 1985 în
cadrul comisiei PSRG (Privacy and Security Research Group), sub auspiciile consiliului IAB (Internet
Architecture Board). Rezultatele cercetării s-au concretizat în RFC-urile (Request for Coment) 1421-1424 care
constituie propuneri de standarde pentru Internet. Aceste RFC-uri sunt produsul grupului de lucru PEM din
interiorul IEFT (Internet Engineering and Task Force), care face parte din IAB (Internet Architecture Board).
2. SERVICII DE SECURITATE PENTRU POŞTA ELECTRONICĂ
a)

Standardul PEM oferă o varietate de servicii de securitate pentru utilizatorii poştei electronice:
confidenţialitatea (secretizarea) mesajelor;

b) autentificarea originii mesajelor;
c) integritatea legăturii în reţea;
d) nerepudierea mesajelor prin dovada originii.
Aceste servicii, definite şi în modelul de referinţǎ al securităţii, OSI, pot fi divizate în douǎ grupe:
- toate mesajele prelucrate în PEM încorporează facilităţile de autentificare, integritate şi nerepudiere;
- confidenţialitatea este un serviciu opţional, la alegerea utilizatorului.
(a)Confidenţialitatea protejează conţinutul mesajelor împotriva citirii lor neautorizate, de către alte
persoane decât receptorii specificaţi de emiţător. Obiectivul acestei protecţii îl constituie fie ascultarea şi
înregistrarea neautorizată a traficului de pe liniile de comunicaţii, fie posibilitatea accesului la cutiile de scrisori,
care sunt de fapt nişte fişiere disc; împotriva unor astfel de atacuri se preferǎ secretizarea (criptarea) mesajelor.
(b)Autentificarea originii mesajelor permite receptorului unui mesaj prin poşta electronicǎ sǎ determine
în mod sigur identitatea emiţǎtorului scrisorii. Este un serviciu de securitate foarte util astǎzi, când în sistemele
de poştǎ electronicǎ este relativ uşor sǎ forţezi emiterea unor scrisori în numele unor alţi utilizatori. Acest lucru
creeazǎ mari semne de întrebare asupra credibilitǎţii mesajelor primite prin poşta electronică.
(c)Integritatea legǎturii în reţea furnizeazǎ receptorului siguranța cǎ mesajul primit este identic cu
mesajul emis la origine. Acest serviciu protejeazǎ împotriva unor atacuri care vizeazǎ modificarea mesajelor
aflate în tranzit prin reţea. Deşi cele douǎ servicii de autentificare şi de integritate au fost descrise separat, ele
sunt furnizate de obicei în tandem.
(d)Împiedicarea nerecunoaşterii mesajului de cǎtre expeditor (nerepudierea mesajelor) garanteazǎ
integritatea şi originea datelor din punctul de vedere expeditorului, nu al destinatarului. Se împiedicǎ astfel ca
expeditorul unui mesaj de poştǎ electronicǎ sǎ nege transmiterea scrisorii. De asemenea, se permite scrisorilor sǎ
fie transmise mai departe la alţi destinatari, care sǎ poatǎ verifica identitatea originii (nu numai a intermediarului)
mesajului. La recepţie, se poate verifica cǎ mesajul nu a fost alterat, inclusiv (ulterior) de cǎtre emiţǎtorul sǎu
autentic. O utilizare deosebită a acestui serviciu este pusă în evidență în activitățile comerciale, când trebuiesc
transmise prin e-mail comenzi sigure, care sǎ fie apoi confirmate şi a cǎror recepţie sǎ poatǎ fi doveditǎ.
3. INTEGRAREA PEM ÎN SISTEMELE DE POŞTǍ ELECTRONICǍ
Încă din proiectare s-a intenţionat ca PEM sǎ fie utilizat în conjuncţie cu sistemele de poştǎ electronicǎ
existente la ora actualǎ în rețeaua Internet.

Figura 1 - Integrarea PEM în sistemele de poştă actuale

Implementarea serviciilor
de securitate în conformitate cu
standardul PEM se face peste
infrastructura de poştǎ electronicǎ
existentǎ. Existǎ douǎ variante de
integrare (figura 1):
1) Cu includerea funcţiilor de
securitate în User Agent (UA);
avantajul
acestei
variante
constǎ in obţinerea unei
interfeţe
mai
bune
cu
utilizatorul.
2) Fară modificarea User Agentului, prin realizarea unui filtru
de securizare a mesajelor în
exteriorul
UA. Avantajele
acestei
variante
sunt:
posibilitatea folosirii filtrului în
conjuncţie cu o gama largǎ de
programe de tip UA existente şi
excluderea problemelor de
integrare.

4. ALGORITMI CRIPTOGRAFICI UTILIZAŢI ÎN PEM
Pentru a se putea folosi serviciile de securitate oferite de PEM, acesta foloseşte o varietate de algoritmi
criptografici, aceştia fiind necesari pentru cifrarea mesajelor, pentru distribuţia cheilor criptografice utilizate la
cifrare şi descifrare, pentru verificarea integrităţii mesajelor şi pentru autentificarea emiţătorului şi receptorului
unui mesaj informațional.
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În cazul sistemelor criptografice simetrice (cu cheie secretǎ) se foloseşte aceeaşi cheie atât la cifrarea
cât şi la descifrarea mesajelor. Cheia secretǎ este folositǎ atât de către emiţător cât și de către receptor. PEM
foloseşte sisteme simetrice pentru a asigura secretizarea conţinutului scrisorilor. În sistemele criptografice
asimetrice (cu chei publice), în procesele de cifrare şi de descifrare, se foloseşte o pereche de chei distincte (dar
matematic legate una de alta). Una dintre aceste chei este menţinutǎ secretǎ şi este cunoscutǎ doar de către
proprietarul ei. În acelaşi timp, cealaltă cheie (perechea ei) este făcutǎ publicǎ, motiv pentru care a apărut
denumirea de criptografie cu cheie publicǎ. Sistemele criptografice cu chei publice sunt folosite de PEM în
procesul de semnăturǎ digitalǎ şi de distribuţie sigurǎ a cheilor de cifrare.
Standardele PEM nu specificǎ în mod concret algoritmii criptografici care sǎ fie folosiţi pentru
asigurarea serviciilor de securitate. Un standard distinct (RFC 1423) identificǎ o listǎ de algoritmi care pot fi
utilizaţi în PEM, listǎ care poate fi îmbogăţitǎ odată cu definirea altor algoritmi noi.
Algoritmii criptografici, în contextul PEM-ului, sunt folosiţi în trei scopuri:
a) Criptarea datelor.
Dacǎ se doreşte serviciul de confidenţialitate a datelor, atunci reprezentarea ASCII a mesajului este
trecutǎ printr-un algoritm de criptare a datelor. Acesta poate fi: DES (în varianta CBC) sau IDEA (în variantele
CBC sau CFB). Parametrii acestui algoritm (fiecare de 8 octeţi) sunt:
- cheia de criptare a datelor (DEK – Data-Encryption Key);
- vectorul de iniţializare (IV – Initialization Vector).
b) Integritatea mesajelor.
Dacǎ se doresc serviciile de securitate, de integritate şi de autentificare a expeditorului, atunci
reprezentarea ASCII, a mesajului conținut, este prelucratǎ printr-un algoritm de dispersie (hash) denumit
Message Digest (MD). Algoritmul va realiza un rezumat (digest) al mesajului, numit MIC (Message Integrity
Check). În standardul PEM sunt definiţi trei algoritmi în acest scop:
- RSA-MD5 (RFC 1321);
- RSA-MD2 (RFC 1319);
- MAC (Message Authentification Code) – calculat folosind varianta CBC a DES.
c) Criptarea cheilor.
După ce au fost generate, cheile de criptare şi MIC-urile sunt trimise la receptor, ca parte a mesajului
PEM. Pentru criptarea cheilor se utilizează un algoritm aparte. La momentul actual sunt definiţi trei algoritmi în
acest scop:
- DES-ECB (varianta Electronic CodeBook a algoritmului DES);
- DES-EDE (varianta Encrypt-Decrypt-Encrypt sau Triple Encryption a algoritmului DES);
- RSA (algoritmul de criptare cu chei publice RSA).
În cadrul standardelor PEM se încurajează folosirea sistemelor cu chei publice în distribuţia cheilor,
datoritǎ uşurinţei gestionǎrii lor în comunităţile de utilizatori numeroase şi foarte larg distribuite. Abordarea
sistemelor cu chei publice în standardul PEM se face utilizând conceptul de certificat, aşa cum a fost el definit în
recomandările CCITT X.509. Un certificat de cheie publicǎ reprezintă o structurǎ de date folositǎ pentru a se
putea asocia în mod sigur o cheie publicǎ la nişte atribute de utilizator. Atributele pot fi, de exemplu, informaţii
de identificare (nume, adresǎ) sau informaţii de autorizare (dreptul de a folosi o resursǎ). În structura
certificatului sunt următoarele câmpuri:

Versiunea – permite sǎ se facă distincţie între versiuni succesive ale formatelor de certificat;

Numărul serial – identificǎ în mod unic certificatul dintre cele emise de aceeaşi entitate;

Algoritmul de semnăturǎ – identificǎ algoritmul folosit pentru calcularea semnăturii digitale la acel
certificat;

Emitent – conţine numele distinct al entităţii (autorităţii) care a creat certificatul şi garantează pentru
legătura corectǎ cheie publicǎ – subiect; de fapt, este numele autorului certificatului;

Subiect – conţine numele distinct al entităţii care reprezintă subiectul certificării şi proprietarul cheii
publice cuprinse în certificat;

Valabilitate – cuprinde intervalul de timp (data de început şi cea de sfârşit) în care certificatul este
valabil;

Cheie publicǎ subiect – conţine un identificator al algoritmului folosit precum şi parametrii ceruţi de
algoritm, care constituie cheia publicǎ a subiectului – proprietar al certificatului;

Semnătura – conţine semnătura digitalǎ a certificatului şi este adăugatǎ celorlalte câmpuri ale acestuia.
De exemplu, funcţia de dispersie poate fi MD5, iar algoritmul cu chei publice, RSA. Semnătura se aplicǎ de
către autoritatea Emitentǎ, folosind cheia sa privatǎ şi poate fi verificatǎ oriunde, folosind cheia publicǎ a
Emitentului.
După cum se vede, problema obţinerii cheii publice a unui utilizator Subiect constǎ în validarea
semnăturii digitale a certificatului acestuia, care se face cu cheia publicǎ a Emitentului. Obţinerea cheii publice a
Emitentului este o problemǎ similarǎ cu cea de validare a certificatului acestuia. Ca urmare, procesul de validare
a certificatelor este recursiv şi se bazează pe un graf de certificare.
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5. PRELUCRAREA UNEI SCRISORI PEM
De regulǎ, autorul unui mesaj de poştǎ electronicǎ securizatǎ este un utilizator obişnuit, nu un specialist
în criptografie şi, de aceea, se doreşte minimizarea implicării sale în tehnologia de securizare a mesajului.
Un mesaj PEM este format din header-e (antete), urmate de un corp. Un mesaj de poştǎ electronicǎ este
format, de fapt, din trei mesaje imbricate:
 mesajul exterior – mesajul ce este prezentat MTA-ului local. Corpul acestui mesaj este
constituit dintr-un “mesaj cu securitate sporitǎ”;
 mesajul cu securitate sporitǎ – conţine informaţia care furnizează serviciile de sporire a
securităţii. Corpul acestui mesaj este numit “mesajul interior”;
 mesajul interior – mesajul pe care doreşte sǎ îl trimită expeditorul în forma sa de dinainte ca
serviciile de securitate sǎ fie apelate; el va fi disponibil în mailbox-ul destinatarului după ce
aceste servicii de securitate au fost implementate, transmiţând în condiţii sigure mesajul la
destinaţie.
O scrisoare este formatǎ din douǎ zone: antetul mesajului şi conţinutul mesajului.
Datele conţinute în antet vor trece de obicei nemodificate prin prelucrările PEM. Poate face excepţie
câmpul Subiect-scrisoare care, dacǎ este senzitiv, poate fi omis sau înlocuit cu o informaţie benignǎ (“Encrypted
Message”). Indiferent de situație, este necesar ca identificatorul receptorului sǎ rămână în clar, deoarece pe baza
lui se realizează controlul procesului de criptare.
În poşta electronicǎ clasică, antetul este separat de conţinut printr-o linie liberă. În cazul folosirii PEM,
în cadrul conţinutului mesajului sunt mai multe câmpuri care constituie antetul-PEM şi care sunt despǎrţite prin
separatori proprii. Aceste informaţii din antetul-PEM sunt folosite de receptor pentru a valida integritatea şi
autenticitatea mesajului primit şi pentru a descifra mesajul. După acest antet-PEM, înainte de mesajul propriuzis, este inserată o linie liberă.
Conţinutul mesajului PEM este
încadrat la început şi la sfârşit de douǎ mesaje
separatoare.
În standardele PEM se definesc patru
tipuri de mesaje PEM care permit realizarea a
diferite combinaţii de servicii de securitate:
1) MIC-CLEAR – este un tip de
mesaj care foloseşte un algoritm criptografic
pentru verificarea integrităţii şi autenticităţii
mesajului (MIC); nu se foloseşte cifrarea
pentru secretizarea mesajului;
2) MIC-ONLY – este un tip de
mesaj care oferǎ aceleaşi servicii de securitate
ca MIC-CLEAR, dar la care se adaugǎ o
codificare opţionalǎ, care asigurǎ trecerea
mesajului prin diferite calculatoare gateway
fără a se modifica, lucru care i-ar afecta
procesul de verificare a integrităţii;
3) ENCRYPTED – este un tip de
mesaj
care
adaugă
serviciul
de
confidenţialitate la cele de integritate şi
autentificare. Se foloseşte şi codificarea de la
MIC-ONLY deoarece, altfel, ieşirea binarǎ a
procesului de cifrare ar face ca mesajul sǎ nu
fie capabil sǎ tranziteze acele sisteme de
poştǎ electronicǎ care nu permit transferarea
de date binare, ci doar text;
4) CERTIFICATE REVOCATION
(mesaj de revocare a autorizării) – care îi
comunică unui UA cǎ o autoritate de acordare
a autorizărilor (certificatelor) a revocat una
sau mai multe dintre aceste autorizări.

Figura 2 Prelucrarea unei scrisori PEM
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Părţile componente ale PEM:
• aducerea la forma canonică, numită canonizare, realizează transformarea mesajului din reprezentarea
sa nativă, specifică calculatorului pe care s-a introdus scrisoarea, într-o formă standard, specifică reţelei. Tipul de
canonizare folosit este specificat în câmpul Content Domain din antetul-PEM. De exemplu, aplicarea RFC 822
înseamnă utilizarea canonizării specifice protocolului SMTP pentru poşta neprotejată. O altă posibilitate poate fi,
de exemplu, ASN.1;
• calculul valorii de integritate a mesajului (MIC – Message Integrity Code). Singura cerinţă impusă de
standard, în aceast caz, este ca PEM să folosească un algoritm de calcul MIC foarte puternic, bazat pe o funcţie
de dispersie one-way, greu inversabilă. Acest lucru reprezintă o consecinţă a nevoii de a se evita situaţia în care:
un mesaj creat de utilizatorul A este adresat atât lui B cât şi lui C, însă atunci când ajunge la B, el este modificat
de acesta şi trimis mai departe la utilizatorul C, fără ca acesta să-şi dea seama că a primit un mesaj fals. Valoarea
MIC este calculată pentru versiunea canonizată a mesajului, pentru a putea fi verificată de reţele eterogene din
punctul de vedere al resurselor de calcul. Algoritmul folosit pentru calculul MIC este specificat în antetul PEM,
în câmpul MIC-Info. Pentru a se asigura şi autentifica emiţătorul, precum şi pentru nerepudierea mesajului prin
dovedirea originii, MIC trebuie protejat în aşa fel încât să fie specific emiţătorului autentic. Pentru aceasta, MIC
este semnat printr-un cifru cu chei publice (RSA), folosind cheia privată a emiţătorului scrisorii. Această
semnătură poate fi verificată de către orice utilizator cu ajutorul cheii publice a emiţătorului. Câmpul MIC-Info
conţine valoarea MIC semnată. Pentu ca recepţia să se poată stabili în mod sigur, realizarea legăturii dintre MIC
şi emiţătorul mesajului, antetul PEM conţine un câmp care permite identificarea originii mesajului. Acest câmp
conţine certificatul de cheie publică al emiţătorului mesajului care va fi folosit de receptor pentru verificarea
integrităţii valorii MIC. În mesajul PEM pot exista mai multe câmpuri Issuer-Certificate care conţin alte
certificate din ierarhia de emitere a lor, necesare pentru validarea valorii MIC. Pentru mai multă siguranţă, faţă
de atacatori profesionişti, în cazul în care mesajul este cifrat pentru confidenţialitate, se va cifra cu aceeaşi cheie
şi acelaşi algoritm simetric şi valoarea MIC semnată, din câmpul MIC-Info;
• cifrarea reprezintă al treilea pas (opţional) în prelucrarea PEM a mesajului. În acest caz apare în
antetul PEM, în câmpul Proc-Type, valoarea ENCRYPTED. Pentru a se aplica algoritmul de cifrare, se generează
la emiţător o cheie de cifrare care va fi folosită pentru protecţia unui singur mesaj. Algoritmul solicită în plus,
faţă de cheie, o valoare aleatoare de 8 octeţi de iniţializare, numită Initialization Vector. Această valoare este
inclusă ca parametru în câmpul DEK-Info din antetul PEM. Mesajul este cifrat o singură dată, indiferent de
numărul de destinatari cărora le este adresată. Un fapt foarte important de menționat îl constituie transmiterea
sigură a cheii de cifrare a mesajului la destinatari. Acest lucru se realizează folosind cheia publică a
destinatarului, cu ajutorul căreia se cifrează cheia mesajului, proces numit anvelopare. Numai destinatarul
autentic care deţine cheia privată pereche, va putea descifra în clar cheia de mesaj; apoi, cu aceasta va face
descifrarea mesajului confidenţial. În cazul în care sunt mai muţi destinatari, cheia unică de mesaj va fi cifrată cu
fiecare cheie a fiecărui destinatar, toate acestea fiind păstrate în câmpuri Key-Info din antetul PEM. Aici se
precizează algoritmul folosit pntru cifrarea cu cheie publică. Fiecare câmp Key-Info este precedat de un câmp
Recipient-ID-Asymmetric, care identifică destinatarul sub forma numelui distinct al emitentului certificatului său
şi prin numărul serial al certificatului său, conform recomandărilor X.509;
• codificarea în vederea transmisiei are rolul de a converti mesajele de tip MIC ONLY şi ENCRYPTED
PEM în şiruri de caractere care pot fi transmise în sistemele de transport al mesajelor. Codificarea se face pe
cuvinte de 6 sau 7 simboluri ASCII, ceea ce asigură o compatibilitate cu protocolul SMTP, recunoscut de toate
sistemele de poştă din rețeaua Internet.
La recepţie, algoritmul PEM presupune să se parcurgă mai întâi mesajul, apoi se analizează antetul
PEM pentru a identifica tipul mesajului şi versiunea PEM. În funcţie de aceste informaţii se parcurg mai mulţi
paşi de prelucrare: decodificarea, descifrarea și verificarea integrităţii mesajului.
6. PEM versus PGP
Cele mai utilizate sisteme de e-mail "sigur" sunt PGP şi PEM.
În mod intenţionat, PGP se bazează pe algoritmi de criptare existenţi, care au fost analizaţi anterior în
detaliu. Sistemul foloseşte amprente de timp, iar în procesul de criptare se aplică şi algoritmul de compresie al
cunoscutului program ZIP (creat de Ziv şi Lempel, 1977). Pentru asigurarea unei securităţi adecvate, utilizatorul
poate alege lungimea cheii de criptare (mai exact, pentru algoritmul RSA): uzuală (384 biţi = 48O, poate fi
spartă de "cei cu bugete mari"), comercială (512 biţi = 64O - poate fi spartă de "organizaţii care se ocupă de
securitatea statului"), militară (1024 biţi = 128O - "nici un pământean nu o poate sparge"). În abordarea iniţială,
o cheie de 2048 biţi = 256O era considerată "extraterestră" (care să nu poată fi spartă de nimeni), dar azi se
discută şi despre chei de 4096 de biţi, şi este foarte probabil ca resursele de calcul ale viitorului să poată
"descifra" şi cifruri cu asemenea chei.
Mesajele trimise folosind PEM sunt mai întâi convertite într-o forma canonică, apoi este calculat un cod
de dispersie al mesajului folosind MD2 sau MD5. După aceasta, se realizează concatenarea codului de dispersie
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şi a mesajului propriu-zis, șir care ulterior este criptat, folosind algoritmul DES. Mesajul criptat este apoi
codificat, utilizând o codificare în baza 64, şi transmis destinatarului. Ca şi PGP, fiecare mesaj este criptat cu o
cheie unică, inclusă în mesaj. Cheia poate fi protejată cu RSA, sau DES.
În procesul de criptare, se foloseşte algoritmul DES, ceea ce este considerat "suspect" de către
specialişti, ţinând cont de lungimea mică a cheii DES (56 de biţi). Cheile folosite de PEM sunt certificate de o
autoritate de certificare, fiind valabile pentru o anumită perioadă de timp. Practic, fiecare utilizator va folosi o
asemenea cheie privată, specifică şi confidenţială, acordată şi validată după reguli riguroase de certificare;
această cheie va fi folosită în paralel cu cheia publică. Politica autorităţilor de certificare este destul de complexă,
existând o organizare ierarhică, cu trei niveluri. Astfel, administrarea cheilor este structurată după principii mai
complexe decât în cazul PGP. Evident, există şi un mecanism de revocare a cheilor, în cazul compromiterii lor,
ceea ce face ca trimiterea unui mesaj să fie în mod necesar precedată de verificarea automată a celei mai recente
liste de revocări.
În PEM, autentificarea este obligatorie, pe când în PGP este opţională. Paradoxal este însă faptul că
PGP, care nu este un standard oficial, are "cultura" Internet-ului, corespunzând principiilor nescrise care au dus
la expansiunea acestuia, comparativ cu standardul oficial PEM. Aplicația lui Zimmerman s-a dovedit a fi o
soluţie foarte performantă şi în plus, a fost distribuit gratuit, pe când PEM, s-a dezvoltat în etape, folosind mai
multe standarde Internet pentru diverse componente şi o structură organizatională rigidă, pe cele trei niveluri, cu
tipuri diferite de autorităţi de certificare şi completată cu reglementări oficiale de certificare. Implementările
PEM au apărut mai târziu decât cele ale PGP şi s-au dovedit ceva mai putin inspirate, din punct de vedere
calitativ, cantitativ şi al disponibilității pe diverse platforme. De aceea, PGP a devenit un pachet tipic pentru
Internet, mult mai larg folosit decât PEM.
Pentru utilizatorii obişnuiţi ai Internet-ului, cei mai convenabili algoritmi de criptare sunt cei cu cheie
publică fiindcă folosirea lor nu implică schimbul preliminar de chei pe canale de transmisie protejate, ca în cazul
algoritmilor cu cheie secretă. Cheia publică poate fi distribuită fără restricţii pe intranet sau Internet, iar mesajele
criptate cu această cheie de către un emiţător vor putea fi decriptate numai utilizând cheia privată, care este
deţinută exclusiv de către destinatar. Astfel, nici măcar expeditorul nu ar putea realiza decriptarea mesajului
trimis.
7. CONCLUZII
Sistemul de poştă electronică este în acest moment o aplicaţie necesară pentru utilizatorii de
calculatoare și alte dispozitive ce permit accesul la e-mail, iar protocoalele implementate pentru manipularea
mesajelor electronice oferă utilizatorilor siguranţa că acestea ajung la destinaţie în timp util.
PEM - Privacy Enhanced Mail (poștă cu confidențialitate sporită) este un standard oficial care oferă o
varietate de servicii de securitate pentru utilizatorii poştei electronice, respectiv asigurarea secretului şi
autentificarea sistemelor de mail bazate pe standardul uzual.
Multe instituţii nu se împacă cu ideea că prin Internet doi utilizatori pot schimba mesaje fără să poată fi
"supravegheaţi". Cu toate acestea motto-ul lui Zimmerman nu s-a schimbat: "dacă dreptul la confidenţialitate
este în afara legii, atunci doar cei aflaţi în afara legii vor beneficia de confidenţialitate".
BIBLIOGRAFIE:
1. Guidelines on Electronic Mail. Guidelines Mail Security - Recommendations of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology - Miles Tracy, Wayne Jansen, and Scott Bisker – National Institute of Standards
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HYBRID PROTOCOL USE FOR THE SECRET COMUNICATION IN NETWORK
Lecturer drd. Dascalescu Cristina
Abstract
A cryptographic system is effective when it keeps the balance between what is needed and
what is possible. To create such a system is needed to build a well- made infrastructure that
would contain the following components: symmetric cryptographic algorithms, asymmetric,
dispersive functions, by a digital signature and an infrastructure of the required keys. In this
sense, the article proposes a hybridize structure that can successfully ensure information security
in a computers network, including the Internet network by using in a combined mode some
cryptographic primitives, so the requirements referring to the vulnerability of a cryptographic
system (confidentiality, authentication, integrity, non-repudiation) are fulfilled.

1.

Protocols for symmetric cryptographic communications

Each transformation of coding, Ek, is defined by an coding algorithm, common to all the
family transformations, and a key, K, which is distinct from a conversion to another. Similarly,
each transformation of deciphering, Dk is defined by a deciphering algorithm D, and by the key
K. For a given K, Dk is the inverse of Ek.
A confidential communication protocol between A and B be, is as follows:
(1)
A and B are in agreement on a symmetric cryptosystem;
(2)
A and B choose a key k (secret), the best being the key for single use (one time pad) for
a communication;
(3)
A sends to B message M encrypted with key k:
C = Ek (M)
(4)
B decrypts the encrypted message received from A, using the same key k:
Dk(C)= Dk(Ek(M))=M
The data must be protected so that the unauthorized users can not reconstruct the clear text from
an intercepted coded text. In this respect, it is necessary to ensure:
 the unauthorized user cannot determine the systematic transformation decipher, Dk,
from the intercepted coded text of C, although the text clearly known, M, is
correspondent;
 the unauthorized user can not reconstruct the text clearly, M, from the coded text, C,
without knowing the transformation of Dk
From the above observations, it can conclude the following:
• the key must remain permanently
secret in (at least) two distinct;
•
the key k must be distributed in secret, which is a particular problem for large systems;
• require a secure channel of communication, at least for the transmission the key. This
becomes difficult especially for systems that require frequent changes of the encryption /
decryption keys.
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• whether to use different keys for each pair of users, the number of keys grows rapidly with
the number of users (n): Cn2 

2.

n(n  1)
2

Protocols for asymmetric cryptographic communication (public key)
In case of the cryptosystems with public keys, each user has a pair of transformations

(keys):
Ex – the public transformation (key), publicly accessible;
Dx – the private transformation(key), kept secret.
The decipher key (secret) is derived from the coded key(public) by a hard reverse
transformation (one-way). In public key systems, the protection and authentication are achieved
through different transformations.
Consequently, to ensure the confidentiality, two partners A and B of a protocol that uses
a public key cryptosystem will have (EA, DA) and (EB, DB), where EA and EB are public keys
that can be taken from a public file similar to a phone book.
The protocol for communication between A and B has the following steps:
1) A and B are in agreement on a public key cryptosystem and select from a database the
public keys of communication partners EB, EA respectively;
2) A encrypts the message or EA with the public key B : EB (MA)= CA and sends it to B.
3) B decrypts CA using its private key DB and finds the MA: DB (CA)= DB(EB(MA))
B encrypts the message or MB with the public key of A: EA(MB)=CB —>A and sends it
to A.
4) A decrypts CB using its private key and finds the MB: DA(CB)=DA(EA(MB))
Remarks:
• The key management is much easier in case of the public key cryptosystems, the number of
key pairs being equal to the users, and to communicate it is not necessary to transmit secret keys
between users, but only the public key of the correspondent which can be easily read from a
database accessible to the public.
• The public key cryptosystems is vulnerable to attack with clear text at option (because the
encryption key is public), but the attacks are difficult because E and D are irreversible functions
with hatch (so the ignorance of the hatch makes almost impossible the deduction of M from E
(M)).
• The speed of the public key algorithms (even the most performing) is several times lower than
those with secret keys.
• The key size used is higher (1024-bit RSA compared to 64 or 128 bits for symmetric
algorithms).

3. Protocols for digital signatures
The handwritten signature is evidence of the quality of the author of a document; it also
attests that the signatory is agreeing with the content of the document.
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Practical problems related to rapid transmission of documents to be certified as authentic by
signature have led to the necessity of using electronic signatures.
The digital signature S [Menezes(1997)] is a sequence of bits obtained from processing the
message (M) and a secret information, known only by the issuer. Any digital signature must be
verified, the result of this function can only be "true" or "false".
Thus any signature protocol consists of a signature algorithm which is secret and a public
verification algorithm.
The digital signature protocols may use the technique of symmetric encryption and also
the public encryption, the last being more used.
The digital signatures based on public key are part of the so-called the Public Key
Infrastructures (PKI). This infrastructure implies the existence of certification services providers
(CSP) which provides large-scale implementation of SE.
PKI is a combination of hardware and software, policies and procedures that ensure the
necessary basic security so that two users, who do not know or are in various points around the
globe, can communicate safely. At the base of PKI are the digital certificates, a kind of
electronic passports that maps the digital signature of the user to its public key. These
informational objects are the bricks that form the basis of a PKI implementation and represent
the way of digital identification of each subject participating in a relationship carried out by
electronic means.

The hybrid cryptographic protocol
From the analysis of the cryptographic protocols described above, it can see that each
has a number of complementary advantages. This underlines the need to use them in
combination. That’s way in practice, an efficient security protocol should occur in a hybrid
form, the cryptographic primitives working together to effective achievement of the information
security problems.
Thus to ensure the requirements needed to ensure the information security in computer
networks and also on the Internet, the following aspects can be specified:
• The confidentiality and data integrity is achieved most effectively by the symmetric
cryptographic algorithms;
• The data authentication and non-repudiation can be effectively achieved by using digital
signatures using public cryptographic systems.
In order to define the infrastructure of the hybrid cryptographic systems we focus on the
problem that occurs in exchange of the confidential information through a vulnerable network,
as the Internet: avoiding the possibility that the information to be read by someone else than the
recipient, the possibility to identify the information source, the possibility to detect any
alteration of the information. The components needed to satisfy the above requirements are:
 the symmetric cryptographic algorithm for encryption of information flow;
 the infrastructure of the used keys (generation, organization, storage, distribution,
maintenance keys);
 the session keys, the keys used by symmetric cryptographic algorithms;
 the terminal keys used to encrypt the session keys (using public key infrastructure PKI);
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 the asymmetric cryptographic algorithm (for the exchange of session keys);
 the digital signature to authenticate the data source;
In a hybrid communication protocol with public key systems may be used for the
transmission of the secret session key used for the communication in systems with symmetric
keys
(figure.)
The communication protocol in a hybrid cryptosystem comprises the following steps:
• A and B agree on an cryptosystem public key and obtain the public keys of the partner EB
respectively EA;
• A generates a random session key k that encrypts with EB:
CA = EB(k) and sends it to B
• B decrypts the CA with its private key DB and gets the session key
DB(CA)=DB(EB(k))=k
In the following communications, for privacy, A and B will use the same session key k
and a symmetric cryptosystem.
.
1. A creates a 2. A encrypts a
message to B message with
public key of
BB

3. A send
encrypted
message to
B

a). A signs the mesage with its secret
key
b). encrypts message containing the
session key;

4. B receives
the message

5. B decrypts the
messaje with its
private key
6.Bob reads
the message

a)
b)

Verifies the authenticity of
using the public key;
obtains the session key.

Fig.1 – Hybrid Protocol

This cryptographic system is proposed as a solution to information security issues, and
can be done both for computer systems that have Internet connection with constant IP and for
the ones which the IP is generated with the connection and also in distributed information
systems.
The general architecture of the hybrid cryptographic system is composed of the
following applications:
• server application with features for generating, signing and managing the licenses for each
user;
• user applications that will communicate between themselves and with the server.
The server application provides the following services:
• generates the digital certificates for each user;
• keeps track of the users who have issued certificates;
• signs the certificates to be able to check the validity;
• will pursue what certificates were cancelled or expired.
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The certificate that contains the secret key cryptographies on the basis of a phrase
entered by the user and the public key certificate will be kept in a public database so that each
user can have access to it.
The user application has the following options:
1. Connect to another user:
- initilly will be verified the user’s identity by key phrase;
- the creation of a connection request to the desired application. The application
contains the following data:
 the subject of the application;
 the public key certificate;
 the encrypted session with the public key of the recipient;
 the digital signature of the source.
2. Accepting a connection from another user:
 verify the authenticity of the source;
 extraction, decryption of the key session.
3. Encryption / decryption of data flow with a session key;
4. Loading from the application server of the digital certificate public key.

Conclusions
As awareness of the benefits brought by the use of encryption, of the disadvantages of
lack of information protection and that the encryption technology has become more accessible,
the encryption becomes an attractive method to protect data, whether the secret data transmitted
over the network or usual data stored in the calculation system.
A cryptographic system is effective when it keeps the balance between what is needed
and what is possible. To create such a system is needed to build a better infrastructure and that
would contain the following components: symmetric cryptographic algorithms, asymmetric
dispersive functions, digital signatures and an infrastructure of the required keys.
In this sense, the article proposes a hybridized structure that can successfully ensure
information security in a network of computers, including Internet network by using in
combination way of some cryptographic primitives so that the requirements reffering to the
vulnerability of a cryptographic system (confidentiality, authentication, integrity, nonrepudiation) are fulfilled.
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Abstract: In the context of the development of e-learning methods, the paper presents a specific case of software
tools using of this in type of education, the ERASMUS project, called „Filière Euro Qualité Logistique des
Organisations”, acronym EURO-QLIO. It is known that the e-learning process offers flexibility and affordability, so
that it can be used in blend learning environment, like EURO-QLIO. The project ensures the preparation and
conduct the partnership for education and professional development training in the field of Metrology, Quality
Control and Organization Logistics. The partnership is ensured by the involvement of three universities from three
different countries: „University Henri Poincaré” from Nancy, France (project coordinator) “University Politehnica
of Bucharest”, Romania, and "University Angel Kanchev” from Rousse, Bulgaria. The Romanian partner has coopted from the industrial area the “SC Marco & Alex InstalaŃii Frig SRL” Company, which is an interface between
the Euro-QLIO project and the industrial beneficiaries. The educational platform is based on two components: a
virtual campus establishment and issuance of triple recognition diploma.
1. INTRODUCTION
Most of software tools used in the education process is based on e-learning platforms. Virtual campus proposed
by the EURO-QLIO consists of a set of online tools, databases and managed resources that exist as an integrated
system, functioning coherently to support the education in the field of Metrology, Quality Control and Organization
Logistics. The e-learning is used to support education because offers flexibility according with the local needs and
supports creativity of the academic and support staff, who develop and utilizes the features, add data and content.
But the main goal, when is used an e-learning environment, is to provide students and teaching staff with online

resources services to enhance the quality of student learning and to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
teaching. Therefore, the e-learning platform has an important advantage: its leads to an effective teaching and
learning process, because creates a mixture of text documents, picture, animations, audio and video content with
communication technology oriented on community definition - learning groups or virtual classes, and offering
support throughout the learning process. Used primary as online distance learning tool, based on internet resources,
the e-learning platform can be a part of a joint learning process, like Euro-QLIO, which involves both classic
learning and distance learning and each of them have a specific role. These two distinct modes of using e-learning:
“distance” learning where students have no face-to-face relationship with their tutors and peers and “blended”
learning where students do have face-to-face contact with tutors and peers. In distance mode, the e-learning will
provide the principal medium for their studies while in blended mode the e-learning is one tool among many.
In traditional learning environment, students interact with and use learning resources such as: libraries, teaching
rooms, study guides, lectures, tutorials, labs, reading lists, etc. They will also use administrative and logistical
systems such as registry, assessment and timetabling. And they will receive support, participate in evaluation and
will most likely engage with many of the social aspects of university life.
The virtual learning environment is developed to provide many of the characteristics of a traditional learning
environment. The balance between the online and the face-to-face is the essence of the “blend” and is in a natural
way situated at equilibrium. An e-learning tool may provide learning and teaching resources such as searchable
online, study guides and digital lecture materials, video, discussion boards (both for general communication and for
online collaboration for teaching and learning), and assessment. It may also provide administrative and logistical
systems such as student records, student recruitment (even maybe online registration and payment of fees),
assessment feedback and results, interactive and personalized scheduling and timetabling, and allocation and
grouping support.
Teaching and learning environments must have different roles, processes and systems, which can be viewed as
learning cycles:
Learning cycle: students will be recruited, undergo studies, complete coursework, communicate with
the teachers and with each other, take exams and complete their studies. They will also use various
resources, in the e-learning environment this can be the digital library.
• Teaching cycle: teachers design, deliver and assess their courses, communicate with students and
colleagues, undertake administrative duties and engage with their professional and academic
communities.
• Management cycle: Administrators staff manages business processes, such as logistical and financial
support, human resources and record keeping. Support staff looks after facilities and services (libraries,
computing, classrooms, laboratories and testing stands). Managers will set policy and strategy,
organizes the structure of the institution, validate and audit the activities of those in the institution, and
will engage with funding and regulatory bodies
The e-learning platforms offer solutions to important issues which appear at university education level. Here
therefore, we can emphases:
•

• the long term professional education,
• costs reduction,
• time influence over resources,
• the student development diversity,
• continuous innovation regarding the education process, like distance learning, opened and flexible,
• the possibility to interconnect different tools used in human resources departments.
E-learning involves a better learning process because:

offers digital library which consists of a wide variety of documentation resources: printed materials,
presentations, questionnaires, multimedia files (graphic files, animations, sounds, interactive
elements), etc.;
• offers control over the students learning methods;
• the students have an integrated learning environment;
• establishment of an customized environment;
• offers an active way of learning;
• offers time at exactly the right time when needed for a particular activity before, during or after work.
Learning will be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week all around the world.;
• improves communication between teachers and students or between students through “internet
presence”;
• offers continuous or discontinuous education actions and reactions anywhere and anytime, e-learning
can be used for training at initial stages, to get new skills, or for continuous updating training;
• increases student motivation by means of interactive courses and study groups;
• supports and encourages collaborative teaching;
• offers economic support, for example, by re-using expensive resources such as software applications;
• gives responsibilities to students regarding the learning process;
• pace (learner can spend longer on a topic with no peer or tutor pressure and also can progress more
quickly, if familiar with topic - studying only what is required improves motivation);
• style (learning by doing activities, learning through reflection before taking action, group learning or
let’s say collaboration for team working) to meet learner needs;
• cuts-off administrative activity and costs. However, the costs of developing different types of learning
must be taken into account when comparing types of training and estimating cost savings;
• improves overall teaching process;
• improves efficiency;
• encourage staff to take responsibility for their own learning;
• offers flexibility because it is easy to implement the following really necessary parts of learning;
• offers flexibility in the means of organizing and delivering the learning activities to suit their own
circumstances means that staff is more motivated to learn
• diminishes differences between reach and poor people, boys and girls, rural and urban population;
• diminishes the problems impact caused by distance;
• offers training at a place (at home or at work, away from their usual workplace)
• fast deployment, improves time for providing information - lower time spent for transforming new
information into didactic material and time required to roll out a new training-program can shrink
dramatically;
• offers better support because learners have the possibility to get access to experts on special topics to
ask questions and get additional information and support;
• offers the possibility of synchronic access (at the same time) or at different periods of time to the elearning platform. Critical information and training can be delivered to multiple locations at the same
time;
• e-learning covers the complete cycle of the teaching and learning process.
The implementation of e-learning platforms in Romania faces difficulties:
•

•
•
•
•
•

infrastructure – telecommunication services, access to the Internet or intranets and informational
databases;
teachers have low computer driving skills;
the need to create new jobs in order to support telecommunication, digital information transfer and
multimedia applications;
boring, text-heavy content because trainers are now developing online textbooks and much of today’s
e-learning implies scrolling text-heavy HTML-pages;
effects are hard to measure because the overall impact of e-learning remains uncertain because
managers fail to measure effectiveness. Also, it is very difficult and time-consuming to measure effects
quantitatively, and therefore many organizations only use the qualitative feedback instead.

•

•

underuse which means that the use of e-learning systems often drops off after a “honeymoon period”
immediately after launch. However, this research does not compare dropout rates relative to other
types of training.
publisher rights over the didactic material and the costs of software applications.

2. THE ERASMUS PROJECT EURO – QLIO
The project “Filière Euro Qualité Logistique des Organisations” (EURO – QLIO) has as primary objective to
ensure the preparation and conduct of the partnership for professional development education in the field of
Metrology, Quality Control and Organization Logistics. The partnership was established through the involvement of
three universities and one industrial company: „Henri Poincaré” University, Nancy, France (project coordinator),
University "Politehnica” of Bucharest, Romania, and " Angel Kanchev” University of Russe, Bulgaria and “SC
Marco & Alex InstalaŃii Frig SRL”. This project was approved and launched in October 2007, being recorded in the
ERASMUS Program under the code 134395-LLP-1-2007-1-FR-ERASMUS-EVC, acronym EURO –QLIO. The
total budget of the project is 446.733 €, of which 300,000 € funding from the European Community (67,15%). The
project is spread over a period of 24 months.
The project EURO-QLIO, aims to achieve a platform for distance learning in the field of Metrology, Quality
Control and Organization Logistics. This platform is based on two very important components, namely:
establishment of a virtual campus, on the one hand, and on the other hand, issuance of a diploma with triple
recognition. This virtual campus relies on the use of means from the Information and Electronic Communications
Technology (IECT), providing a set of software tools specific to distance learning – integrated multimedia modules
used for a joint education, involving both individual and group collaboration. Also, blended education integrates
methods of classic teaching and interactive teaching having the possibility of regrouping students in a flexible
manner. In this context, the software tools have to be implemented in the teaching system of each partner. The
virtual campus is focused on license training, ensuring at the same time the base premises for a complete learning
cycle involving both Master and PhD studies in the field of Metrology, Quality Control and Organization Logistics.
A diploma with triple recognition is given to the students when they graduate the learning modules
coordinated from distance by the teaching teams belonging to each of the partner countries, France, Romanian and
Bulgaria. The diplomas obtained after going through the different learning stages are recognized by each partner due
to the fact that the particularities of the national teaching system are eliminated by introducing virtual mobility both,
for students and teachers. This diplomas internationalization will be made primarily by: introducing a unitary
curriculum in four languages (Romanian, French, English and Bulgarian); organizing the field work in specialized
industrial units with a similar profile (industrial logistics) or in the partner universities; software transfer for
different applications. The teaching activity is designed by a team of teachers formed from all three universities
involved in the project, based on the following activities: establishing the teaching objectives; investigation of
existing educational resources; setting the team of teachers; establishing the content; applying the methodology;
ensuring evaluation of the teaching activity.
EURO-QLIO project is based on the Information and Electronic Communications Technology for
education and professional development. In this regard, the project aims for the following:
a)

supports a permanent link with technology - use of the web platform as the basis of educational process; the
material dimension of technology - access to information resources necessary to support the process of
education and the social dimension of technology – issues regarding the depersonalization of studentteacher contact trough a joint education approach;
b) provides a dynamic process of education - a course does not belong to a person, but to a team of teachers
who are improving and modifying it continuously from the curricular and contents point of view.
The information technology used in the EURO-QLIO project must cover three main functional perspectives:

a.

Student’s perspective: unless it is particularly dysfunctional, the e-learning they use will be taken as given
and will not usually be questioned. There is a fairly common expectation for more and better support, both
educational and pastoral, and as such, if e-learning is perceived as being able to provide that support then
students have tended to be enthusiasts for using such kind of systems. The corollary of this is that when
things do not function as they might that they are often the harshest critics. Students have some concerns
regarding the effects of using e-learning environment, for instance the costs of printing notes and resources
are being moved to the student as materials are only supplied online. There are also issues of computers
access, particularly in certain places and concerns that the e-learning reduce the contact time with the
teacher.
b. The teacher’s perspective: teachers will spend much longer time than their students in higher education and
are responsible for providing them with learning opportunities. E-learning must be perceived by teachers as
a truly normative component of the teaching and learning environment. But e-learning must be widely
adopted because response to increasing student numbers and a reduction in funding; e-learning makes the
teacher’s work easier and more efficient. Using an e-learning may require teachers to rethink the way they
teach and how they work with their students and it may require different and potentially new skills, and will
need to be carried out in a different support environment. As such an e-learning may not provide initial
benefits and may indeed make a teacher’s life harder, paradoxically at the same time as it provides a better
student learning experience.
c. The institutional perspective: e-learning becomes one of their many essential business systems that can add
real value to the library, registry and communications systems they already own. Many of the same criteria
of system efficiency and central control may be exercised over the e-learning and the same causal
expectations made of its ability to support learning. Implementing e-learning may incur significant up-front
and recurrent costs, and it may only be viable at a cross-institutional level. In these circumstances, usually,
the practice is to accept the system defaults and reconfigure the organization and its activities around what
is presented to them.
d. National and international perspectives: a mix of competition and collaboration emphases the relationships
between institutions. National bodies such as funding councils and technology advisory bodies usually
determine which the dominant factor at any is given time, because the use of e-learning is now widespread
in university education across the developed world and is becoming increasingly common elsewhere.
Increasingly transnational organizations are using e-learning for internationally based teaching and
learning.
e. The commercial perspective: the use of E-learning is becoming widespread in business, mostly in support
of training rather than education, and mostly under the guise of learning management systems. A major
difference in the work-based sector is the emphasis on training rather than education and the way it informs
the quality of the activities of the participants in their mainstream duties. In education learning and the
resulting academic awards process are the mainstream activities.
E-learning integrates a number of different functions and services into one system, these components can be:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Scheduling: the provision of timetables, calendars, the organization of staff, student time, the
organization of rooms, meetings and other events, milestones and stages of a course’s cycle.
Communication: can be one-way (one-to-many/broadcast) or two-way (one-to-one/ unicast or one-togroup/multicast) communication between staff and students including email, discussion boards
(asynchronous) and chat rooms (synchronous).
Content: this cover both the support of actual working processes of courses such as: simulations,
problem-based learning, group or project work, storage, authoring and presentation of static or
dynamic course content. This would also include the provision of banks of images and questions and
learning object repositories.
Assessment: this includes the support of formative and summative assessment and the administration
and logistics of these processes.
Personalization: the system can allow be customizing and personalizing by users considering their own
interests and activities, including: web pages, content annotation, personal timetables and setting up
groups for communication and sharing resources.
Administration: this includes the creation and maintenance of class/groups lists, the tracking of staff
and student time, the use of resources and the completion of audit and other logging activities.
Regulations: the provision and maintenance of rules, codes of good practice and documentation
relevant to the management of the course.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

Presentation: the provision of presentation and teaching materials, such as lecture and tutorial
resources.
Portfolio: the submission and storage of portfolio items such as coursework, logbooks and personal
reflections, logos, pictures, etc.
Curriculum: the provision of course and pedagogical frameworks, such as: curriculum guides, learning
goals and results that students may pursue.
Portal Services: the provision of third party functionality and content of the e-learning platform.
Examples would include searching external catalogues and repositories, video and audio streaming and
linking to external materials.
Security: the provision of user’s authentication, security of content and the maintenance of privacy
over sections and content within the system.
Multiple Roles regarding the objects: allows different users to have different rights over the features
and functions within the system. A tutor may be able to modify, read or create objects whereas a
student will not. Some systems may only have a restricted range of user types while other may support
any number of roles.

3. CONCLUSIONS
In the context of the development of methods for virtual campus, the paper presents a specific case of use of
educational software tools implemented for an ERASMUS project called „Filière Euro Qualité Logistique des
Organisations”, acronym EURO-QLIO. This virtual campus is based on e-learning platform which assures an
effective learning process, created by mixing digital content with communication, allowing communities to be
defined by learning groups or virtual classes and to offer support throughout the learning process. This tools
provides the advantage of using blend pedagogy because the e-learning process offers flexibility and affordability
"anywhere anytime", allowing each actor of pedagogic process to control their particular role.
A diploma with triple recognition is given to the students when they graduate the learning modules
coordinated from distance by the teaching teams belonging to each of the partner countries, France, Romanian and
Bulgaria. The diplomas obtained after going through the different learning stages are recognized by each partner due
to the fact that the particularities of the national teaching system are eliminated by introducing virtual mobility both,
for students and teachers. This diplomas internationalization will be made primarily by: introducing a unitary
curriculum in four languages (Romanian, French, English and Bulgarian); organizing the field work in specialized
industrial units with a similar profile (industrial logistics) or in the partner universities; software transfer for
different applications. The teaching activity is designed by a team of teachers formed from all three universities
involved in the project, based on the following activities: establishing the teaching objectives; investigation of
existing educational resources; setting the team of teachers; establishing the content; applying the methodology;
ensuring evaluation of the teaching activity.
EURO-QLIO project is based on the Information and Electronic Communications Technology for
education and professional development. In this regard, the project aims for the following:
-

supporting a permanent link with technology - use of the web platform as the basis of educational process;
the material dimension of technology - access to information resources necessary to support the process of

education and the social dimension of technology – issues regarding the depersonalization of studentteacher contact trough a joint education approach;
-

provides a dynamic process of education - a course does not belong to a person, but to a team of teachers
who are improving and modifying it continuously from the curricular and contents point of view.

Designing systematically and methodically the teaching process, based on the virtual campus is very
advantageous because: it supports the training centered on learning; maintains a real, efficient and attractive
training; sustains the communication between designers, teachers, computer specialists and users;

facilitates

diffusion and dissemination of teaching knowledge; offers practical and acceptable solutions to problems that occur
during the training process; the phase of analysis sustains future development of support courses; ensures that what
has been thought is necessary for reaching the learning objectives of the students and also, facilitates a correct and
precise evaluation of the training process.
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Abstract: In this paper is presented the evaluation framework of professional development in the mechanical
engineering field oriented on economical education (Metrology, Quality Control and Organization Logistics)
realized under the project „Filière Euro Qualité Logistique des Organisations”, acronym EURO-QLIO. The project
ensures the quality of the education process and is responding to the work market internationalization through the
transversal competences, fulfilled by of international partnership development, educational process
internationalization and virtual campus implementation. Thus the educational platform is based on two important
components, namely: establishment of a virtual campus and issuance of a diploma with triple recognition. The
partnership is ensured by the involvement of three universities: "Henri Poincaré" University of Nancy, France, the
project coordinator, "Politehnica" University of Bucharest”, Romania, and "Angel Kanchev" of Rouse, Bulgaria. As
interface with the industry in the EURO-QLIO consortium is “SC Marco & Alex InstalaŃii Frig SRL” Enterprise.
1. INTRODUCTION
Diversity is the foundation of mutual learning system and in the same time a challenge for defining quality
transparency of the education and professional development systems. Academical system for professional education
and development in the mechanical engineering field covers a a diversity of programmes which lead to a wide area
of qualifications and competencies. This extremely important aspect leads to a growing mutual trust and mobility
support. ERASMUS project, code 134395-LLP-1-2007-1-FR-ERASMUS-EVC entitled „Filière Euro Qualité
Logistique des Organisations”, acronym EURO – QLIO, was created to support this effort of creating a virtual
campus by using certain instruments and devices of the Communicatuon and Information Technology at an
European level (TICE). The project`s target is creating long distance platforms of education and multimedia
modules for establishing a long distance mixt pedagogy on a colaboration platform and by being present by
establishing group meetings. The formations` assembly shall be coordinated by pedagogical teams constituted of
university professors from three different countries: France, Romania and Bulgaria.
This article presents evaluation methods for measuring the competencies implemented by EURO – QLIO
project. Establishing a new specialization on the border between engineering and economy based on organizational
quality an logistics elements. Quality is „the ensemble of characteristics of an entity, which confers it the ability of

satisfying the expressed or implicit needs” [SR ISO 8402:1995]. A similar definition is given by ISO standard
9000:2000 which defines quality as „the apportion of an intrinsic characteristics ensemble in fulfilling the
requests/needs”. Quality is characterized by: not being self stagnant, it exists only in relation to the beneficiary`s
needs; it epresses itself through an esemble of characteristocs; is a continuous variable and not discreet; it must
satisfy not only the expressed needs but also the implicit ones.
Due to the fact that quality can be seen from different points of view, we intend to attract specialists from
different engineering fields: freezing technique, termical energy production, internal aeration machines, machine
organs, biomechanics and mecatronics, to approach quality into a stable specialization. This shall be ensured by
collaborating with specialists from France (Henry Poincare University) and specialists from Bulgaria (Anghel
Kancev University) members of the said project. As any mechanical engineering specialization should be deeply
anchored in the industrial life in order to ensure the interface between the participant universities and industry,
specialists from Marco & Alex InstalaŃii Frig Company shall take part at the consortium of the EURO-QLIO
programme. The evaluatiuon and re-evaluation process of this specialization is a continuous process and therefore
we intend to attract as many new industrial partners as possible.
2. BRIEF PRESENTATION OF EURO-QLIO PROJECT
In February 2006, on the initiative of the Head of Metrology, Control and Quality, Mr. Prof. Dr. Ing. JeanPhilippe Jehl and Ass.Prof. dr.ing. Poubady Ramany Bala, Department responsible of the mission, both on behalf of
Henri Poincaré University, Nancy I, together with Prof. dr.ing. Gheorghe Popescu on behalf of Politehnica
University of Bucharest established to develop the already exiting Partnership claboration between the two
universities in order to formatting specialists in the Metrology,Control and Quality field with a diploma bilaterally
accredited.
The projects is based on the new paradigm of the informational society by integrating the objectives of longterm development such as: equal chances, social justice, ecological protection, freedom of movement, cultural
diversity and inovative development, reorganization of industry and business environment. By aplying these
dezideratums we shall create a new waive for developing human civilisation based on wide access to information,
by creating a new working manner, evaluation/exploitation of knowledge therefore amplifying the economical
globalization and growing social cohesion. The project`s technical support is based on the convergency of three
sectors: technology of information and communication and production of digital content.
The EURO-QLIO project is part of the “eEurope – An informational society for everyone” initiative,
appreciated to be a new political direction, which guarantees the next generations of the European Union (EU) to
fully take advantage of the evolutions provided by the informational society. „eEurope - An informational society
for everyone” was presented on the special reunion of the Extraordinary European Council of the European
Community from Lisbone which took place on March 23rd-24th 2000 and was adopted as an action plan (Feira,
2000), and actualized in 2002, at Seville through the strategic document “eEurope2005 - An informational society
for everyone”. By initiating “eEurope” project EU has established a strategic objective until 2010 intending to
become the most competitive and the most dinamic economy based on world knowledge, capable to ensure a
sustained economical development/growth, by providing new and better jobs and with the best social cohesion”
(Europe`s Council, Lisbon, March 2000) by implementing digital technologies in Europe and by establishing and
ensuring all the necessary competencies for using them on a large scale.
This project is intended to create a new virtual universitary campus oriented on a complete formation cycle:
licence, masters and doctorate. After passing through different studying levels, the obtained diplomas are to be
accredited by partners (double or triple accredited diplomas). Thus all specific features of education on national
level are removed by a virtual mobility ensured by participating students and professors. It is obvious that all these
shall lead to the integration of software systems inside all education systems of all parteners of this project. The
virtual campus integrates a strong feature specific to TICE (educational long-distance platforms including
multimedia modules) instruments and tools, and allows using a mixed pedagogical method: classic education as well
as interactive education offering the possibility to regroup students in a flexible manner. Each student group created
on a national level shall have its own tutor/trustee who shall supervise all students` evolution on professional and
psycho-educational level
The applicative practice shall be performed either inside industrial units with a similar profile (industrial
logistics) or inside partner universities, by transferring software programmes for the aplications etc..
3. EURO-QLIO PROPOSES A NEW SPECIALIZATION
IN THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING FIELD
Quality, as any other specialization, is addressed to a certain special industry field. All specialists of this field
may be sort of detached of those performing production projection and systems. This is due to the special regime
given by quality. Thus all quality specialists have an independent regime as subordinates (they need a certain

independence towards the management) inside a company and regarding production matters. At the same time, it is
true that the production process requires technical methods and solutions to be applied in order to limit/diminish the
number of wastes, by involving measurement and static control systems. This fact produces benefic effects in a
company by cutting/reducing necessary costs. All managers of an organisation/company very well know all
advantages created by implementing quality management, but they are difficult to be understood by a mechanical
engineer. Therefore, in order to avoid being a constraining factor, a quality specialist needs to own a extra certain
preparation in the economical field, apart from his education in the mechanical engineering field. These two
competenecies shall allow the quality specialist to provide clear organizational and re-organizational production
solutions, thus becoming a viable partner of the company`s management. In order to fulfill all these, the graduate of
the new specialisation needs have an economical education.
The EURO-QLIO graduate has a complex education, on the border between engineering and economy, with the
following competencies:
• he is familiar with the basic scientific knowledge and he is able to expand his horizon by studying, he is
highly competent in one or more scientific fields;
• he can easily adapt to research activities – development, he assimilates new knowledge by researching, he
knows the meaning of team work in order to achieve a goal using a methodical manner;
• he is highly competent in carrying out projection/designing activities in order to add a new value based on
predefined requests and desires;
• he is familiar with systemic methodologies of scientific approach for problem engineering, characterized by
using theories, methods as well as coherent interpretations in an adequated manner, he has a critical attitude
and a large perspective on science and technology;
• he is highly competent in cooperating and communicating, and capable of working with other specialists,
he has or may develop leadership qualities and has good communication skills in his relationship with his
colleagues and his opponents;
• he owns basic intellectual qualities, being highly competent to motivate, reflect and elaborate valid analysis
fully aware of the arguments provided, abilities learnt or/and perfected by discipline, applicable in a generic
manner;
• he has a deep sense of temporal and social context, as science and technology do not develop independent
of the social environment, being connected with it as well as with the temporat conditions, judgments and
methods addopted and the decisions addopted in the technological and scientific field produce
concequences over the time.
Analyzing a graduate`s competencies misses an indicative factor of their level of performance. Taking into
account the particulat context of these aspects, we have accepted a four dimensions indicator to reflect each
participat`s level which allow us to correctly appreciate and introduce each graduate in society, instead of using an
overfulfilled indicator. These four dimensions are:
• the analytical dimension which appears when performing a phenomenon clasification activity, systems` or
problems` clasification activity, in different phenomena classes or laws aiming to produce a certain
intention;
• the synthetizing level establishes each graduate`s capacity to integrate more elements into a coherent
scientific structure which serves the fulfillment of a certain goal, resulting a product, a theory, an
interpretation or a model;
• the levels of abstraction represent the procedure through which a theory, a model or a sentence is taken to a
higher level of generalisation, with the purpose of making it applicable to solving certain issues from
certain fields;
• the objectifying level means applying a general point of view in a certain situation or particular case, it
being bigger when such problem involves more aspects.
The EURO-QLIO project`s complex multinational feature, which involves three universities coming from
different heterogeous environments, evaluation represents a complex activity, absolutely necessary for defining the
graduate`s level and especially quality of assimilation during the educational process and determining the graduate`s
competencies at the end of the educational process.
The evaluation system of the students` scientific and professional performances involves an ensemble of
methods, forms, types and criteria of evaluation and appreciation. In order to obtain a double and respectivelly a
triple acreditted diploma acknowledged by the organs of each state, this ensemble of methods has to satisfy the
different requests of each state`s member of this project. Therefore all of these requests nedd to be strictly fulfilled.
For example, in France, in order to obtain a licence, the applicative practice is performed at the end of the

educational process (after 5 semesters), for 8 weeks. In Romania, the University of Mechanical and Mecatronic
Engineering the applicative practice is performed at the end of every two semestres for two weeks. According to the
aforementioned principle, the EURO-QLIO students have to perform a two weeks applicative practice at the end of
each two semestres in the first two years and an eight weeks applicative practice in the next year.
Furthermore, the students` professional-scientific performances are an essential feature of the curricular
management being part of the coherent and interdependent succession of the main actions which form the
educational process cycle, of projection – teaching – evaluation cycle. As a qualitative feature, the students`
evaluation of scientific-professional performances is an integrated part of the pedagogycal evaluation system of the
educational processes and structures as the students` evaluation results is an information source for evaluating and
re-evaluating of the curricum, the professors` teaching manner, the relevance of the supporting materials, the
efficiency of the educational process and last but not the least of the academical structures` functionality. The
evaluation results of the students` professional-scientific performances have to be integrated in the collegial
procedures of analyze, of surveillance and periodic evaluation of the educational programmes and professors as they
represent a synthetic indicator of the learning results.
4. QUALITY EVALUATION OF THE EURO-QLIO
PROJECT EDUCATION PROCESS
Herein, we shall make a reference to the evaluation methods describing the procedures, techniques and
instruments for verifying the EURO-QLIO students` level and quality of knowledge/preparation and for receiving
all the necessary information for determining the grades/qualificatives which certify and officialize this level. The
evaluation/verification methods together with the teaching and learning ones are part of the teaching process. The
evaluation methods may be different depending on the procedures, techniques used and on the examination forms
they are integrated in. The evaluation methods may be as follows:
• Oral examination – free representation, evaluation conversation, oral examination of the student, the
interview – they are all difficult to initiate in the virtual campus though lately the information technology
and especially voice over IP type techniques have considerably reduced the consumption of resources.
• Written examination – the theme and verification data can be published on the page of the course, and the
material accomplished by the student can be uploaded on the same page by conditioning the access to be
configurated in such manner that only the proffessor shall have access to see and download them. The
evaluation instruments and tools are as follows: essays, medium and long term projects, written studies,
current written studies (in the seminaries), final evaluation written studies (in the examination session),
evaluation questionnaries, report papers, portfolios etc..
• Applicative examination – consists of applicative studies and laboratory practice, projects, observing and
analyzing practical activities carried out by students. This type of verification can not be implemented for
the virtual campus, therefore we shall use classical teaching and verification method within the new
method, with the advantaje of permitting a flexible working programme, teaching and performing the
applicative studies.
• Tests or knowledge tests, hand-written or electronically (on line). This evaluation method has been one of
the first methods initiated for long-distance learning platform. The advantage of using e-learning platforms
is the usage of alternative evaluation possibility: true-false, equivalence, multiple selection, completion and
short answers.
The evaluation types are defined in accordance with its objectives, within the discipline, with its
functions/effects produced in the teaching-studying-evaluation process, with its frequence and at the time of
performing them. There are three types of evaluations: initial evaluation, continuous evaluation (formative) and final
evaluation (summative).
The initial evaluation can be performed at the beginning of a studying process with its scope to:
• Establish the knowledge level and the capacities previously obtained, in order to buid a solid base
necessary for digesting new knowledge and capacities. The advantage offered by EURO-QLIO is the
possibility of readapting the teaching methods for each separate individual, for a discipline and also for an
entire workpackage. In case of tracking down lacks of knowledge or in case of requiring profound study,
we can offer the student an entire alternative educational chain. Personnal development is not punctually
evaluated but in a continuous manner thus obtaining a real evaluation.
• Collect necessary information for projecting a new stage in the educational process, including the
intercalation of recovering sequences or putting knowledge up-to-date, in order to prevent the storage of
gaps/deficiencies and to ensure a continuous learning process on a global level.

Evaluate the most important initial points for making an educational progress, by comparing it with the
initial indicators, the final ones, and the dynamics indicators for the educational process.
Continuous evaluation is performed during the learning period, being periodically tested in writing and orally,
applicative studies and laboratory studies, report papers, projects and many more. Thus the teaches gets an operative
feed-back, to improve the educational process and is concentrated on the next level of this process. The continuous
evaluation allows informing students on the educational level they have reached and prevents failure at the final
examinations.
The final evaluation, also called summative, is performed at the end of a compact studying period, respectivelly
at the end of the studying period of the respective discipline (usually the semester), at the end of the universitary
year (performed on the assemply of the studying disciplines), at the end of a studying programme. The final
evaluation shall be performed with exams planned during the examination sessions, with the final exams at the
completion of a studying programme, and with complex investigations and analyses regarding the final result of the
studying process.
The evaluation criteria are intended to ensure a direct relation between the performance levels of the students
and the evaluation level appointed by grades or qualificatives and by resolution of the qualificative system in order
to obtain an objective element to compare the grades collected at different disciplines, for different students, at
different evaluation forms and/or by different professors. These evaluation criteria are decided by a coordination
group for the pedagogycal activites of the EURO-QLIO project, taking into consideration the specific features of
each country.
In order to provide a high quality, the EURO-QLIO project intends to use ISO 10006:2003 international standard as
an instrument which has a guiding role, for ensuring projects` quality management. It presents in general lines the
principles and practices of quality management, whose implementation is important in achieving the objectives
regarding projects quality, with a particulary impact on the the project undergoing.This standard has an additional
guidence role in relation to ISO 9904:2004. Also, total quality management (Total Quality Management- TQM)
develops, creates, extends and incorporates a quality culture, through which the objective of every single member of
the organization is satisfying the requirements of the beneficiaries, which are sovereigns. It is known that the
beneficiaries of the education process are:
-primary beneficiaries: students
-secondary beneficiaries: parents and employers
-tertiary beneficiaries: the labor market, public institutions and society
-internal beneficiaries: the didactic and administrative staff
The EURO QLIO project aims to offer all of these beneficiaries what they want, when they want, and how they
want. This involves adopting to the changes in expectations of beneficiaries and the practice of creating products
and services that reach and exceed expectations. In the case of primary beneficiaries, they desire an education
process easy to go over, with a minimum effort, but which can form them at the highest level possible, that can
allow them to integrate rapidly in the labor market. In the case of secundary beneficiaries, employers ocupie a
special place.They are the ones who absorb the product of education, the ones that determine the necessary training,
because they are the ones in need of graduates who have cartain skills and competences.They can also determine the
maximum level or minimum level of training and are the ones that can directly influence the labour market. For this
reason employers must be attracted into the project both to finance the preparation of graduates and to ensure
themselves about the level of training,skills and competences desired. Another important factor is composed of the
advisory role, because the learning process is a living one,dynamic, that can be influenced by students (quality and
quantity), employers (competences and abilities), government (legislative framework and social framework),society
(popularity and ethics).Otherwise it is recognized that perceptions and expectations are changeable, sometimes
capricious and therefore organizations must find ways to maintain contact with beneficiaries,to be able to respond to
their modifications of tastes, needs and desires.
An important role in the education process is the ’’raw material’’.Education can be regarded as a production line
through the ’’supply of the well prepared human resource’’.However, it must be taken into consideration that for a
product to be subject of the quality assurance process, the manufacturer has the obligation to identify, to comply
with the requirements and to select suppliers.Thus the link between higher education and pre-universitary needs to
be strengthened.Therefore, within the finaincing there are organized ’’open days” at the Faculty of of Mechanical
Engineering and Mechatronics to attract high school graduates into the project.This is not enough though.We believe
it is important to have a permanent contact with high schools so we can be in touch with the preparation of high
school students and organize activities for adjusting and correcting the pre-competences needed by the high
technical education.
•

’’Raw material” must go through, in the educational process a series of predetermined starndard processes with
clear specifications, after an initial selection process has benn made.With EURO QLIO this aspect is not applicable
to students.To obtain quality ’’final products”, courses must be organized that are intended to correct the existing
deficiencies due to the lack of a selection process, and the education process must become more efficient.Often, it is
impossible to produce stundents at a imposed standard, because the education process involves an interaction
between the knowledge provider and the receivers.This can not be removed because there is no initial selection
process,and in consequence the final products of the education process can be unsuccesful. Also, the components of
the education process may be designed wrong,without respecting specifications.For example, obtaining a low report
between the number of students and the number of teachers assumes low efficiency conditions, and therefore, cost
control is also a concern of quality management.
We can look at the education process as a service.Poor quality of services is due to the work of the employees
and due to their atitude, that is indifference, lack of training or interest.This aspect can be corrected by motivation,
professional development and satisfying the work teams needs.By bringing economic agents into the project the
demands of the secondary beneficiaries and offer will increase.But the most important aspect consists of creating a
direct and permanent contact with the consumer, making a close relationship between supplier and
consumer.Professional development is achieved through teamwork and mobility.Teams at EURO-QLIO,are joint
teams composed of teachers that come from the tthree member countries: Romania, France and Bulgaria.The good
practices exchange, knowledge transfer, imposing a particular way of teaching to ensure the quality level demanded,
all of these lead to a good professional development of future specialists in the field.
Another important factor in the education process is time, because any process involving knowledge transfer,
obtaining skills and habits is made in a pre-scheduled time interval, and this thing is as important as its specific
characteristics.Moreover, all courses and educational activities are being consumed in the same time with providing
them, during a long period of time, quality control or inspections coming always late.Increasing personnel,
interaction with students and employers provide an answer, and an evaluation in a shorter period of time, thus
making the main, but not the only way to appreciate the level of the beneficiaries satisfaction.
5.CONCLUSIONS
The Erasmus EURO-QLIO project supports the assurance of quality in the education process and responds to the
internationalization demands of the labour market by implementing the transversal competences, due to the
realization of transnational tematical connection, through the internalization of the educational process, by creatin a
virtual campus and by creating a partnership that includes the demand-industrial partners, and offer-universities.
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Abstract: In a world profoundly divided by inequalities in economic and environmental development, in which the
benefits of progress are so unequally shared, it is not easy to balance the demands of human development, defended
by most of humanity, with the need to respect the environment, which is often harmed by disastrous national and
international development policies. Faced with this situation, both global and regional responses have been
formulated to produce sustainable development in spite of climate change and global warming. These are strategies
which seek to preserve certain basic common environmental resources necessary for humanity. Such resources
belong to the whole of humanity, must not be appropriated by any particular group, and form part of the heritage
which must be passed on to future generations, and which is nowadays threatened by global warming, thus
converting climate patterns into a common concern for the whole of humanity.

1. INTRODUCTION
The warming of the Earth’s atmosphere and surface produced by the emission of greenhouse gases represents,
at this moment in time, a reality upon which there is a broad consensus among the scientific community. Its
widespread consequences both on the global human environment and on its different essential component parts
(water, air, the earth and living beings) have meant that global warming, as an element within the climate system of
our Planet, has become a common concern of the whole of humankind, affecting as it does our common
environmental heritage.
The modification of the climate which the Planet is undergoing as a result of human activities is a scientifically
proven fact, although science does not mean certainty, as there are still many uncertainties, which are relevant when
designing strategies and policies to be followed. But what scientists point out to us is undoubtedly alarming. Thus,
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)1 warned, in a scientific report presented in 2007, that the
Earth’s temperature has risen 0.76ºC since pre-industrial times, that this rise is accelerating, and that, if measures are
not taken to prevent its probable causes (the emission of human-generated greenhouse gases2), the average
temperature of the Earth could increase by between 1.8 and 4ºC in the course of the present century, which may
have important consequences on natural resources which are vital for our survival.
In the course of this paper we propose to present, firstly, the way in which the effects of global warming are
shared unevenly from country to country according to their level of development, which in turn leads to different
answers as to how vital ecological resources like water, air, the earth and living beings should be exploited (Section
2). Then we turn to what seems evident: beyond the situation of each individual State, changes in the climate system
end up affecting all living beings, individually and collectively, and endanger the long-term survival of certain
resources vital to humanity; this interrelationship causes, a new dimension to appear, in our opinion: the dimension
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was set up by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the
United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) in 1988. Among its main activities is that of carrying out periodical assessments
about climate change, presenting special reports and technical documents about these questions and backing the framework of the
United Nations Convention on Climate Change. These reports can be consulted at http://www.ipcc.ch/.
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The sum total of the CO2 per year released by all nations is almost 10,000 million tons, and the United States, housing almost
8,000 of the 50,000 electricity generating plants in the world, is responsible for nearly 30% of the total. However, while the
United States will only increase its emissions by about 21% in the next ten years, those of China will double and those of India
almost triple. After the United States (2,800 million tons of CO2 per year) and China (2,680 million tons), as major sources of
CO2, come Russia (661 million tons) and India (583 million tons).

of human heritage – which should be reflected in the judicial and institutional mechanisms which should be put in
place for the protection of a climate system which has allowed life to develop on our Planet (Section 3).
2.

GLOBAL WARMING AS AN ELEMENT OF COMMON BUT DIFFERENT
RESPONSABILITIES OF THE STATES

Global warming is not only produced by the developed countries, where scientists and public opinion alert us to
its dangers, but, more and more importantly, also in underdeveloped societies, where the degradation of the
environment is coupled with endemic situations of extreme poverty. Even though, from the point of view of global
solidarity, responsibilities are held in common, the truth is that, in line with Principle 7 of the Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development, these responsibilities are differentiated according to a country’s degree of
development and the financial and technological resources available to it.
Thus it appears to be evident that not all countries that make up the International Community are equally
prepared to face up to climate change and global warming. Not all of them can adopt the same measures to try to
slow this process, not all of them can count on enlightened industries and administrations, disposed to and prepared
to design and carry out measures. So it is important that the answers to these problems should be coordinated in a
way that is integrated with social and economic development, and that the foremost and legitimate needs of the
developing nations should be taken into account, so that sustained economic growth and the eradication of poverty
can be achieved3.
In the same sense that it is true that not all countries are equally well adapted to climate change, it is also true
that they do not all bear the same responsibility for global warming. In this sense, it must be stressed that
historically, the developed countries are those that bear the greatest responsibility, given their larger ecological
footprint, which places them in an uncomfortable position as regards shouldering the costs of its mitigation. More
than three quarters of the CO2 in the atmosphere originates in the developed world, containing less than 20% of the
world’s population. In the face of this reality, some developing countries insist that they cannot be obliged to adopt
mitigating actions, as such actions will hinder their plans for development, as well as those for meeting the
Millennium Development Objectives. Likewise, they argue that adopting such measures will depend on the level of
international cooperation regarding the transfer of technology, capacitating and financing. In this sense, they point
out that international cooperation is fundamental in order to face up to the tasks of mitigation and capacitating, but
that these must be conceived as additional funds and not as a rechanneling of development funds. Proof of this is the
position adopted by China, India and the G77 countries during the recent United Nations Conference on Climate
Change (Bali, Indonesia, 3rd – 15th December 2007), where they declared that only voluntary reductions would be
acceptable, at the same time as they defended the right to development and presented evidence that their gas
emissions are lower than those of any existing developed country – while one Chinese person releases 4 tons of CO2
per year, one American emits 20 …
Predictably, global warming will produce even more social inequality in the world, due to the fact that rich
countries have a better opportunity to address these issues than poor ones. Therefore, the agenda for mitigation of,
and adaptation to, climate change should be closely linked to the development agenda, to the elimination of world
poverty and the reduction of social inequalities, as the starting points for the First and Third Worlds are not the
same. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol establish that all
countries are obliged to initiate programs to limit their emissions (of contaminating gases), but that it is the
industrialized ones that must provide resources to make this possible. Developing countries accused the
industrialized countries, on the occasion of the United Nations Conference on Climate Change celebrated in Bali, of
not fulfilling their commitment regarding technology transfer agreed to in Kyoto. The transfer of technology is
essential for the most vulnerable countries to be able to adapt to the forthcoming changes caused by global warming,
and many need to set in motion advanced warning systems, irrigation and drought-resistance infrastructures. So
technology is one of the main tools used to fight climate change, and is one of the four fundamental pillars debated
in Bali, together with the mechanisms of mitigation, adaptation and financing in order to palliate and face up to
global warming.
In relation to this point, it is worth noting that a series of measures is available to reinforce the actions carried
out by these countries in their fight against and adaptation to climate change, such as: - the broadening and
rationalization of the Mechanism for Clean Development (MCD) provided for in the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 in
3
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whole national sectors; - the improvement of access to financing by means of a combination of the different
instruments available, with the aim of allowing developing countries to avail themselves of the “cleanest”
electricity-producing facilities possible; - the introduction of a system controlling the rights of companies to emit
gases in those industrial sectors that count on the necessary instruments to control such emissions; - the adoption of
appropriate and quantifiable commitments by those countries reaching a level of development comparable to that of
developed countries; - and the ability of the least developed countries to opt out of these commitments4.
3.

THE NON-COMMERCIAL MANAGEMENT AND EXPLOITATION OF CERTAIN COMMON
ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN THE INTERESTS OF HUMANITY, AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
WITH GLOBAL WARMING

The natural resources found in the Earth are subject to an artificial division into spaces where they are submitted
both to State sovereignty, and spaces which cannot be appropriated by the States, but exploitation involves
numerous problems which overwhelm the compartmentalized world we live in, which is ecologically a single unit.
The necessity to internationally regulate the exploration, exploitation and management of natural resources from the
point of view of sustainable development gives rise to two difficulties. The first arises from the facts that, as a result
of scientific and technological dynamism, certain legal norms quickly become obsolete, thus creating a gap between
rules and reality. In this situation, which, by its very nature, will always exist, it will be necessary to go back to the
principles which inspired those rules and resort to the procedures which will allow the peaceful solution of conflicts.
The second difficulty arises from the fact that such regulation is a real crossroads where several increasingly
autonomous braches of International Law meet. Such is the case of International Environmental Law, International
Trade Law, the International Law of Development, or the International Law of the Sea, which can all mean the
fragmentation or division into sectors of the International legal order. Faced with this situation, a complementary
interpretation of these rights and an integrated application of the rules are both necessary.
On the other hand, in order to achieve sustainable development, the physical and biological resources which
support human life and life on this Planet in general, need to be conserved. It is also necessary that the use of such
resources should be responsible, balanced and efficient, all this in a context of a balanced climate, wherein all
countries can adapt, independently of the level of development they have reached. It should not surprise us that,
within an economic and social context where there is more and more inequality between the States, many countries
have made the exploitation of natural resources an essential element of their development.
In this way, many resources may be, and are, perceived from an economic perspective, whereby they are
viewed as objects to be appropriated and exchanged commercially, thus entering into the game of trading relations,
juxtaposing commerce and environment, and prompting us to consider the issue of the necessity to reconcile
commercial measures and measures to protect the environment. But on the other hand, within these natural
resources, there are some which are vital for humanity and which traditionally were thought to be inexhaustible,
such as water or air, for example, and which in consequence were considered as public resources, and thus resources
whose use by some did not limit their use by others. Nowadays, this kind of natural resource is perceived in a
different way, as a kind of limited resource, non-renewable and capable of being exhausted, and therefore, as a
common economic resource which cannot be appropriated. They are resources belonging to the whole of humanity,
cannot be appropriated, and form part of a heritage which must be passed on to future generations. These resources
are affected by global warming and thus the latter becomes a common problem to the whole of humanity.
Therefore, a problem arises – that of the adaptation of the law to a highly dynamic and variable reality, which
frequently demonstrates that what was foreseen in the past by the law is now not applicable, and that really the facts
derived from technological advances and human progress are different and the necessities new. All of this makes it
clear, in our opinion, that there are resources vital for humanity and there are problems that affect them, such as
global warming. In this sense, one of the main challenges the world order faces these days is the search for the right
response to human needs. It is essential that there should be more solidarity between States so that the fundamental
interests of the International Community as a whole can be protected, and, no doubt, the vital resources and the
climate system which make progress possible form part of the interests of humankind.
But, besides, and in relation with this, it seems to us that it is necessary to establish a difference in legal
regulation between, on the one hand, those natural resources which can be exploited essentially with the aim of
making their owners develop economically, and, on the other, certain natural resources which, due to their
4
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constituting essential elements for life and its conservation – and climate falls within this category – should be
managed, independently of their geographical situation, in the benefit of humankind as a whole. We are in the
presence of res communis things which, due to their character as being indispensable to life, belong to the whole
human race, thus removing them from the list of general commodities. These are resources that nature has produced
for the use of one and all, for today and tomorrow. These things are common property, more than simply the sum of
the private interests of each State. In our opinion, the use of basic ecosystems should be regulated by international
norms within permanent institutional frameworks. In this sense, we believe that the international cooperation aimed
at combating and adapting to global warming should be channeled through international norms and within the
framework of an effective International Organization with universal powers.
Due to the nature of exhaustible resources, water, the atmosphere or biological diversity, subject to the risks of
use and abuse and of climate change some common rules are necessary to guarantee their common use and
permanence. It is necessary to go beyond sovereign agreements and reciprocity, to reach the recognition of the
common interest they have for the whole of humankind. However, it is clear that States are reluctant to accept a
process whereby their objective responsibility and accountability is contemplated, together with the obligation to
provide the economic and human instruments to control their activity internationally.
Nowadays, humanity, without being subject to International Law in a strict sense is the object of certain
international norms, and, as such, enjoys a heritage of which the climate system and these vital resources form part.
Transmitting the heritage to future generations, including the climate system and vital natural resources, should be
our aim. This heritage should not be wasted or thrown away and there is one part (vital resources) and one context
(the climate) which should be left untouched, otherwise the whole of the system will suffer. These are, definitively,
unique irreplaceable reserves, which should be passed on to future generations independently of where they are to be
found. There is a higher right, to be exercised and enjoyed over these reserves, above the right of States over their
territory, as in the formula coined by R. J. Dupuy when he refers to the resources of the Earth, a higher right in the
interests of the whole of humanity.
We are dealing with widening the notion of traditionally restricted judicial limits, as is that of a common human
heritage, to include new situations where the actual survival of the human race and life on the Planet is at stake, and
therefore not only the present quality of life but that of future generations. This approach stresses the principle of
generational equality and the right of future generations to inherit and enjoy an environment in which they can
survive.. It would be necessary, or at least convenient, to think of creating a permanent institutional structure,
provided with financial capacity and empowered to initiate specific policies, supervise their application and sanction
failure to comply. In this sense, the creation of an International Climate Authority, in line with the International
Seabed Authority (ISBA), could build an International Organization with sufficient powers to make the different
stakeholders negotiate and take any measures deemed necessary.
Vital resources, in our opinion, are not merely a concern for humanity, but should form part of a common
environmental heritage of humankind, and as such should: be free of all State or private appropriation; be accessible
to all and managed by an International Organization and not by the individual States; the economic benefits from
their exploitation should be shared out with equality paying particular attention to the poorest countries
(compensatory inequality); their exploitation should only be with peaceful aims; and the integrity, or wholeness, of
the reserves should be protected for future generations (sustainable development).
These resources, moreover, are affected by the climate change and global warming which has already started.
Faced with this situation, it is no good for some countries to adopt severe effective policies regarding global
warming while others turn a blind eye or are economically incapable of applying necessary measures. The challenge
is a global one, while the actors are not all prepared to the same degree, and the answers, as we have seen, largely
ineffective or at least of variable effectiveness, while the interests affected are single, common ones: those of
humanity as a whole.
In our opinion, in the case of resources such as water, the atmosphere and biological diversity, which are
essential for humanity, the dimension of simple survival should be of primordial importance as against commercial
interests. We are dealing with rex extra commercium, which, in our opinion, is outside the range of mere business
interests, given that these are not – or should not be – subject to commercial transactions according to the rules
holding in the marketplace, but common to humankind.
In this sense, it can be argued that the climate system has a dimension as part of its patrimony which involves
the idea of transmitting a life-bearing climate system to future generations.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The least-developed countries are, then, more vulnerable to climate change and global warming. So it is
essential to reinforce their ability to adapt, and to encourage sustainable development. In agreement with the
principle contained in the framework United Nations Convention on Climate Change that speaks of the “common
but different responsibilities and their respective capacities” the developed countries must make most of the effort,
but it will be impossible to control climate change and global warming without cooperation from the developing
countries as well, since it is foreseeable that their emissions will overtake those of the industrialized world around
2020. In this line, the developed countries will need to take the initiative in the fight against global warming,
considerably increasing their efforts to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases and also increasing their financial
and technological cooperation with the developing countries. Meanwhile the latter, for their part, will have to adopt
the path of sustainable development, incorporating environmental matters in their national development plans. In
particular, developing nations should plan long-term development with low carbon emissions.
People are increasingly aware of the dangers of climate change, and of the necessity to protect the global
climate against the overheating of the atmosphere. In this sense, it is estimated that the uncontrolled release of
greenhouse gases produced, especially, by combustion in industrial plants and motor vehicles is producing an
increase in the average temperature of the Earth which could surpass 2º, thus causing irreversible and potentially
catastrophic changes. The ever-increasing demand for energy and food supplies makes the fight against climate
change more difficult. This fight needs to be carried out from a multilateral point of view, with the United Nations
being the most appropriate institution to lead it (or from an International Climate Authority integrated within the
United Nations system). Efforts to reduce must be based, firstly, in the principle of solidarity and the need for
sustainable economic growth. In this sense, a different focus is needed which will take into account the geographical
location of the different States, the characteristics of their industries and their level of development.
But also, secondly, efforts to reduce should also pay attention to the principle of intergenerational equity which
supports the notion of humanity. In this sense, the texts of International Law which we have mentioned, stress
sustained development as their first priority, through which we try to guarantee satisfactory living conditions for
present and future generations. And these conditions will only be achieved if we assure the survival of the Earth’s
natural resources, both global and diverse, and the survival of a climate which will permit their permanence. We
need to reach an environmental common ground which will provide sustainable economic prosperity. The States, but
also other international subjects and actors, such as International Organizations, individuals and multinational
companies, will be bound to protect the climate system in the benefit of present and future generations, based on
equality and in agreement with common responsibilities.
The need to regulate internationally the exploration, exploitation and management of natural resources from the
point of view of sustainable development generates two difficulties. The first one springs from the fact that certain
legal norms quickly become obsolete as a consequence of scientific and technological dynamism, thus producing a
gap between rules and reality. In this situation, which by its very nature will always recur, it will be necessary to
resort to the principles which inspire those rules and resort to the procedures which will allow the peaceful solution
of conflicts. The second difficulty arises from the fact that such regulation is a real crossroads where several
increasingly autonomous branches of International Law meet. Such is the case of International Environmental Law,
International Trade Law, the International Law of development, or the International Law of the Sea, which can all
mean the fragmentation or division into sectors of the International legal order. Faced with this situation, a
complementary interpretation of these rights and an integrated application of the rules are both necessary.
Obviously, approaching the notion of common human heritage from a formal legalistic perspective would
exclude vital resources and the climate system. But, in our opinion, the evolution of the International Community,
the dimension of these resources as part of our heritage, and the need to pass them on, would all make it possible to
apply to them the fundamental principles of the common human heritage and free them, in this way, from all kinds
of State or private appropriation, and would make them accessible to all, with their management carried out
internationally and in an institutionalized way, taking particularly into account the unequal development of nations.
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Abstract: In a world profoundly divided by inequalities in economic and environmental development, in
which the benefits of progress are so unequally shared, it is not easy to balance the demands of human
development, defended by most of humanity, with the need to respect the environment, which is often
harmed by disastrous national and international development policies. Faced with this situation, both
global and regional responses have been formulated to produce sustainable development in spite of climate
change and global warming. These are strategies which seek to preserve certain basic common
environmental resources necessary for humanity. Such resources belong to the whole of humanity, must not
be appropriated by any particular group, and form part of the heritage which must be passed on to future
generations, and which is nowadays threatened by global warming, thus converting climate patterns into a
common concern for the whole of humanity.

1. INTRODUCTION
The warming of the Earth’s atmosphere and surface produced by the emission of greenhouse gases
represents, at this moment in time, a reality upon which there is a broad consensus among the scientific
community. Its widespread consequences both on the global human environment and on its different
essential component parts (water, air, the earth and living beings) have meant that global warming, as an
element within the climate system of our Planet, has become a common concern of the whole of
humankind, affecting as it does our common environmental heritage.
The modification of the climate which the Planet is undergoing as a result of human activities is a
scientifically proven fact, although science does not mean certainty, as there are still many uncertainties,
which are relevant when designing strategies and policies to be followed. But what scientists point out to us
is undoubtedly alarming. Thus, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)1 warned, in a
scientific report presented in 2007, that the Earth’s temperature has risen 0.76ºC since pre-industrial times,
that this rise is accelerating, and that, if measures are not taken to prevent its probable causes (the emission
of human-generated greenhouse gases2), the average temperature of the Earth could increase by between
1.8 and 4ºC in the course of the present century, which may have important consequences on natural
resources which are vital for our survival.
In the course of this paper we propose to present, firstly, the way in which the effects of global
warming are shared unevenly from country to country according to their level of development, which in
turn leads to different answers as to how vital ecological resources like water, air, the earth and living
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beings should be exploited (Section 2). Then we turn to what seems evident: beyond the situation of each
individual State, changes in the climate system end up affecting all living beings, individually and
collectively, and endanger the long-term survival of certain resources vital to humanity; this
interrelationship causes, a new dimension to appear, in our opinion: the dimension of human heritage –
which should be reflected in the judicial and institutional mechanisms which should be put in place for the
protection of a climate system which has allowed life to develop on our Planet (Section 3).
2.

GLOBAL WARMING AS AN ELEMENT OF COMMON BUT DIFFERENT
RESPONSABILITIES OF THE STATES

Global warming is not only produced by the developed countries, where scientists and public opinion
alert us to its dangers, but, more and more importantly, also in underdeveloped societies, where the
degradation of the environment is coupled with endemic situations of extreme poverty. Even though, from
the point of view of global solidarity, responsibilities are held in common, the truth is that, in line with
Principle 7 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, these responsibilities are
differentiated according to a country’s degree of development and the financial and technological resources
available to it.
Thus it appears to be evident that not all countries that make up the International Community are
equally prepared to face up to climate change and global warming. Not all of them can adopt the same
measures to try to slow this process, not all of them can count on enlightened industries and
administrations, disposed to and prepared to design and carry out measures. So it is important that the
answers to these problems should be coordinated in a way that is integrated with social and economic
development, and that the foremost and legitimate needs of the developing nations should be taken into
account, so that sustained economic growth and the eradication of poverty can be achieved3.
In the same sense that it is true that not all countries are equally well adapted to climate change, it is
also true that they do not all bear the same responsibility for global warming. In this sense, it must be
stressed that historically, the developed countries are those that bear the greatest responsibility, given their
larger ecological footprint, which places them in an uncomfortable position as regards shouldering the costs
of its mitigation. More than three quarters of the CO2 in the atmosphere originates in the developed world,
containing less than 20% of the world’s population. In the face of this reality, some developing countries
insist that they cannot be obliged to adopt mitigating actions, as such actions will hinder their plans for
development, as well as those for meeting the Millennium Development Objectives. Likewise, they argue
that adopting such measures will depend on the level of international cooperation regarding the transfer of
technology, capacitating and financing. In this sense, they point out that international cooperation is
fundamental in order to face up to the tasks of mitigation and capacitating, but that these must be conceived
as additional funds and not as a rechanneling of development funds. Proof of this is the position adopted by
China, India and the G77 countries during the recent United Nations Conference on Climate Change (Bali,
Indonesia, 3rd – 15th December 2007), where they declared that only voluntary reductions would be
acceptable, at the same time as they defended the right to development and presented evidence that their
gas emissions are lower than those of any existing developed country – while one Chinese person releases 4
tons of CO2 per year, one American emits 20 …
Predictably, global warming will produce even more social inequality in the world, due to the fact that
rich countries have a better opportunity to address these issues than poor ones. Therefore, the agenda for
mitigation of, and adaptation to, climate change should be closely linked to the development agenda, to the
elimination of world poverty and the reduction of social inequalities, as the starting points for the First and
Third Worlds are not the same. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the
Kyoto Protocol establish that all countries are obliged to initiate programs to limit their emissions (of
contaminating gases), but that it is the industrialized ones that must provide resources to make this possible.
Developing countries accused the industrialized countries, on the occasion of the United Nations
Conference on Climate Change celebrated in Bali, of not fulfilling their commitment regarding technology
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transfer agreed to in Kyoto. The transfer of technology is essential for the most vulnerable countries to be
able to adapt to the forthcoming changes caused by global warming, and many need to set in motion
advanced warning systems, irrigation and drought-resistance infrastructures. So technology is one of the
main tools used to fight climate change, and is one of the four fundamental pillars debated in Bali, together
with the mechanisms of mitigation, adaptation and financing in order to palliate and face up to global
warming.
In relation to this point, it is worth noting that a series of measures is available to reinforce the actions
carried out by these countries in their fight against and adaptation to climate change, such as: - the
broadening and rationalization of the Mechanism for Clean Development (MCD) provided for in the Kyoto
Protocol of 1997 in whole national sectors; - the improvement of access to financing by means of a
combination of the different instruments available, with the aim of allowing developing countries to avail
themselves of the “cleanest” electricity-producing facilities possible; - the introduction of a system
controlling the rights of companies to emit gases in those industrial sectors that count on the necessary
instruments to control such emissions; - the adoption of appropriate and quantifiable commitments by those
countries reaching a level of development comparable to that of developed countries; - and the ability of the
least developed countries to opt out of these commitments4.
3.

THE NON-COMMERCIAL MANAGEMENT AND EXPLOITATION OF CERTAIN
COMMON ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN THE INTERESTS OF HUMANITY, AND
ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH GLOBAL WARMING

The natural resources found in the Earth are subject to an artificial division into spaces where they are
submitted both to State sovereignty, and spaces which cannot be appropriated by the States, but
exploitation involves numerous problems which overwhelm the compartmentalized world we live in, which
is ecologically a single unit. The necessity to internationally regulate the exploration, exploitation and
management of natural resources from the point of view of sustainable development gives rise to two
difficulties. The first arises from the facts that, as a result of scientific and technological dynamism, certain
legal norms quickly become obsolete, thus creating a gap between rules and reality. In this situation, which,
by its very nature, will always exist, it will be necessary to go back to the principles which inspired those
rules and resort to the procedures which will allow the peaceful solution of conflicts. The second difficulty
arises from the fact that such regulation is a real crossroads where several increasingly autonomous braches
of International Law meet. Such is the case of International Environmental Law, International Trade Law,
the International Law of Development, or the International Law of the Sea, which can all mean the
fragmentation or division into sectors of the International legal order. Faced with this situation, a
complementary interpretation of these rights and an integrated application of the rules are both necessary.
On the other hand, in order to achieve sustainable development, the physical and biological resources
which support human life and life on this Planet in general, need to be conserved. It is also necessary that
the use of such resources should be responsible, balanced and efficient, all this in a context of a balanced
climate, wherein all countries can adapt, independently of the level of development they have reached. It
should not surprise us that, within an economic and social context where there is more and more inequality
between the States, many countries have made the exploitation of natural resources an essential element of
their development.
In this way, many resources may be, and are, perceived from an economic perspective, whereby they
are viewed as objects to be appropriated and exchanged commercially, thus entering into the game of
trading relations, juxtaposing commerce and environment, and prompting us to consider the issue of the
necessity to reconcile commercial measures and measures to protect the environment. But on the other
hand, within these natural resources, there are some which are vital for humanity and which traditionally
were thought to be inexhaustible, such as water or air, for example, and which in consequence were
considered as public resources, and thus resources whose use by some did not limit their use by others.
Nowadays, this kind of natural resource is perceived in a different way, as a kind of limited resource, nonrenewable and capable of being exhausted, and therefore, as a common economic resource which cannot be
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appropriated. They are resources belonging to the whole of humanity, cannot be appropriated, and form
part of a heritage which must be passed on to future generations. These resources are affected by global
warming and thus the latter becomes a common problem to the whole of humanity.
Therefore, a problem arises – that of the adaptation of the law to a highly dynamic and variable reality,
which frequently demonstrates that what was foreseen in the past by the law is now not applicable, and that
really the facts derived from technological advances and human progress are different and the necessities
new. All of this makes it clear, in our opinion, that there are resources vital for humanity and there are
problems that affect them, such as global warming. In this sense, one of the main challenges the world
order faces these days is the search for the right response to human needs. It is essential that there should be
more solidarity between States so that the fundamental interests of the International Community as a whole
can be protected, and, no doubt, the vital resources and the climate system which make progress possible
form part of the interests of humankind.
But, besides, and in relation with this, it seems to us that it is necessary to establish a difference in
legal regulation between, on the one hand, those natural resources which can be exploited essentially with
the aim of making their owners develop economically, and, on the other, certain natural resources which,
due to their constituting essential elements for life and its conservation – and climate falls within this
category – should be managed, independently of their geographical situation, in the benefit of humankind
as a whole. We are in the presence of res communis things which, due to their character as being
indispensable to life, belong to the whole human race, thus removing them from the list of general
commodities. These are resources that nature has produced for the use of one and all, for today and
tomorrow. These things are common property, more than simply the sum of the private interests of each
State. In our opinion, the use of basic ecosystems should be regulated by international norms within
permanent institutional frameworks. In this sense, we believe that the international cooperation aimed at
combating and adapting to global warming should be channeled through international norms and within the
framework of an effective International Organization with universal powers.
Due to the nature of exhaustible resources, water, the atmosphere or biological diversity, subject to the
risks of use and abuse and of climate change some common rules are necessary to guarantee their common
use and permanence. It is necessary to go beyond sovereign agreements and reciprocity, to reach the
recognition of the common interest they have for the whole of humankind. However, it is clear that States
are reluctant to accept a process whereby their objective responsibility and accountability is contemplated,
together with the obligation to provide the economic and human instruments to control their activity
internationally.
Nowadays, humanity, without being subject to International Law in a strict sense is the object of
certain international norms, and, as such, enjoys a heritage of which the climate system and these vital
resources form part. Transmitting the heritage to future generations, including the climate system and vital
natural resources, should be our aim. This heritage should not be wasted or thrown away and there is one
part (vital resources) and one context (the climate) which should be left untouched, otherwise the whole of
the system will suffer. These are, definitively, unique irreplaceable reserves, which should be passed on to
future generations independently of where they are to be found. There is a higher right, to be exercised and
enjoyed over these reserves, above the right of States over their territory, as in the formula coined by R. J.
Dupuy when he refers to the resources of the Earth, a higher right in the interests of the whole of humanity.
We are dealing with widening the notion of traditionally restricted judicial limits, as is that of a
common human heritage, to include new situations where the actual survival of the human race and life on
the Planet is at stake, and therefore not only the present quality of life but that of future generations. This
approach stresses the principle of generational equality and the right of future generations to inherit and
enjoy an environment in which they can survive.. It would be necessary, or at least convenient, to think of
creating a permanent institutional structure, provided with financial capacity and empowered to initiate
specific policies, supervise their application and sanction failure to comply. In this sense, the creation of an
International Climate Authority, in line with the International Seabed Authority (ISBA), could build an
International Organization with sufficient powers to make the different stakeholders negotiate and take any
measures deemed necessary.
Vital resources, in our opinion, are not merely a concern for humanity, but should form part of a
common environmental heritage of humankind, and as such should: be free of all State or private
appropriation; be accessible to all and managed by an International Organization and not by the individual
States; the economic benefits from their exploitation should be shared out with equality paying particular
attention to the poorest countries (compensatory inequality); their exploitation should only be with peaceful

aims; and the integrity, or wholeness, of the reserves should be protected for future generations (sustainable
development).
These resources, moreover, are affected by the climate change and global warming which has already
started. Faced with this situation, it is no good for some countries to adopt severe effective policies
regarding global warming while others turn a blind eye or are economically incapable of applying
necessary measures. The challenge is a global one, while the actors are not all prepared to the same degree,
and the answers, as we have seen, largely ineffective or at least of variable effectiveness, while the interests
affected are single, common ones: those of humanity as a whole.
In our opinion, in the case of resources such as water, the atmosphere and biological diversity, which
are essential for humanity, the dimension of simple survival should be of primordial importance as against
commercial interests. We are dealing with rex extra commercium, which, in our opinion, is outside the
range of mere business interests, given that these are not – or should not be – subject to commercial
transactions according to the rules holding in the marketplace, but common to humankind.
In this sense, it can be argued that the climate system has a dimension as part of its patrimony which
involves the idea of transmitting a life-bearing climate system to future generations.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The least-developed countries are, then, more vulnerable to climate change and global warming. So it
is essential to reinforce their ability to adapt, and to encourage sustainable development. In agreement with
the principle contained in the framework United Nations Convention on Climate Change that speaks of the
“common but different responsibilities and their respective capacities” the developed countries must make
most of the effort, but it will be impossible to control climate change and global warming without
cooperation from the developing countries as well, since it is foreseeable that their emissions will overtake
those of the industrialized world around 2020. In this line, the developed countries will need to take the
initiative in the fight against global warming, considerably increasing their efforts to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases and also increasing their financial and technological cooperation with the developing
countries. Meanwhile the latter, for their part, will have to adopt the path of sustainable development,
incorporating environmental matters in their national development plans. In particular, developing nations
should plan long-term development with low carbon emissions.
People are increasingly aware of the dangers of climate change, and of the necessity to protect the
global climate against the overheating of the atmosphere. In this sense, it is estimated that the uncontrolled
release of greenhouse gases produced, especially, by combustion in industrial plants and motor vehicles is
producing an increase in the average temperature of the Earth which could surpass 2º, thus causing
irreversible and potentially catastrophic changes. The ever-increasing demand for energy and food supplies
makes the fight against climate change more difficult. This fight needs to be carried out from a multilateral
point of view, with the United Nations being the most appropriate institution to lead it (or from an
International Climate Authority integrated within the United Nations system). Efforts to reduce must be
based, firstly, in the principle of solidarity and the need for sustainable economic growth. In this sense, a
different focus is needed which will take into account the geographical location of the different States, the
characteristics of their industries and their level of development.
But also, secondly, efforts to reduce should also pay attention to the principle of intergenerational
equity which supports the notion of humanity. In this sense, the texts of International Law which we have
mentioned, stress sustained development as their first priority, through which we try to guarantee
satisfactory living conditions for present and future generations. And these conditions will only be achieved
if we assure the survival of the Earth’s natural resources, both global and diverse, and the survival of a
climate which will permit their permanence. We need to reach an environmental common ground which
will provide sustainable economic prosperity. The States, but also other international subjects and actors,
such as International Organizations, individuals and multinational companies, will be bound to protect the
climate system in the benefit of present and future generations, based on equality and in agreement with
common responsibilities.
The need to regulate internationally the exploration, exploitation and management of natural resources
from the point of view of sustainable development generates two difficulties. The first one springs from the
fact that certain legal norms quickly become obsolete as a consequence of scientific and technological
dynamism, thus producing a gap between rules and reality. In this situation, which by its very nature will
always recur, it will be necessary to resort to the principles which inspire those rules and resort to the

procedures which will allow the peaceful solution of conflicts. The second difficulty arises from the fact
that such regulation is a real crossroads where several increasingly autonomous branches of International
Law meet. Such is the case of International Environmental Law, International Trade Law, the International
Law of development, or the International Law of the Sea, which can all mean the fragmentation or division
into sectors of the International legal order. Faced with this situation, a complementary interpretation of
these rights and an integrated application of the rules are both necessary.
Obviously, approaching the notion of common human heritage from a formal legalistic perspective
would exclude vital resources and the climate system. But, in our opinion, the evolution of the International
Community, the dimension of these resources as part of our heritage, and the need to pass them on, would
all make it possible to apply to them the fundamental principles of the common human heritage and free
them, in this way, from all kinds of State or private appropriation, and would make them accessible to all,
with their management carried out internationally and in an institutionalized way, taking particularly into
account the unequal development of nations.
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COMPETITIVE MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING IN TOURISM
Traşcă Elisabeta, graduand,
University of Chisinau, Republic Moldova
Abstract
In the past 20 years it was finding out a continuous decrease of the external tourist demand for
Romania. It is necessary the modernization, relaunching and development of the Romanian tourism and
also to create some modern and competitive touristic products specific for this market. These actions are
appropriate to come back in the international market competition.
Also, it is necessary to develop the recreation and advertising offer with an important impact. In
addition, it is necessary to improve and develop the marketing and promotion activities, in order to insure
worldwide tourism integration. The valid legal regulations must compel with worldwide tourism and also
to support a stimulative and permanent financial – fiscal pattern. In this view, it is a stressing need for
intelligent strategies positioning on the tourism market, supported by channels of distribution and prices
strategies to the national level and regional and local also.
Key words: competitive management, marketing, tourism,
JEL Classification: M30, L83
1.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the industry of tourism and the travels worldwide represents the most dynamic sector
of activity and in the mean time the most important generator of jobs. From the economic point of view, the
tourism consists also on a main source of national economies support. Usually these countries have
important touristic resources and are adequately exploited.
The Romanian tourist offer is the same as time passes, but become inadequate related to the tourist
requirements and similar tourist products from international markets. The lodging tourist structures and,
especially, advertising offer are decayed, uncompetitive, and the tourist services with tourist programs are
achieved stereotypically with poor quality and this is the reason why the prices are so high. These are the
reasons why, in the past 20 years the external demand for Romanian services decreased. In order to be
included again on the international tourist competition it is necessary to modernize, relaunch and develop
the Romanian tourism infrastructure and to create also certain modern tourist products and also competitive
on the tourist market. Thus, it is obvious, to the tourist structures modernization, and creation of new
products, resorts, original programs, attractive and new that might be, with an activity sustained on
promotion on the international market, and to attract important tourist flows to Romania. Thus, it is
necessary to develop the advertising and animation offer, very appreciated, by creating different and
amusement parks, aquatic parks, such as already existing in other important countries with international
tradition. Except the modernization and development of a diversified tourist offer and competitive, it is
necessary to improve the marketing and promotion activities. Aforesaid measures are important because the
Romanian tourism has to integrate in worldwide tourism, supporting the legal requirements and also the
financial – fiscal requirements as stimulative and strong adequate as possible to other countries.
The tourism and travels, as a technological intensive industry, can help Romania to obtain and
apply at a competitive level certain IT & C technological systems. More and more operations from tourism
and travels, as well as the sales and distribution virtual operations are provided by IT & C systems. As Emarketing concept appeared, it is obvious to all of us that on a competitive global market with a strong
national branding it is necessary to optimize the resources, to concentrate in a core the interests - public and
private sector, national, regional and local – and to get the tourist attention. That means that will need a
special attention for a coordinated abordation over the marketing and distribution on Internet with the
purpose on improving the vision on Romania. Actually, the development of a facility must exist with
internet and IT & C development for entire country. The recommendation of the World Council of the
Tourism and Travels (WTTC) is that the Romanian Government to follow, continuously, the policy of an
open market of communication, that will generate low costs and services of a better quality for tourist and
tourism companies. In correlation with entire national economy, the tourism acts as a dynamic element of

the global system. The tourism development calls a specific demand of goods and services. This demand
needs an increase on its production.
The main arguments that determine the necessity of tourism development are:
1. Practically, the tourism resources are ever - living, and thus the tourism represents one of the
economic sectors with real perspectives on long time period;
2. The complex exploitation and capitalization of the touristic resources with an effective
promotion on external market might be a source of convertible incomes increasing of the state; that means
that a balance of external payments will appear;
3. The tourism represents a safe market of labor work and redistribution of those who is disposable
from other economic industry branches;
4. The tourism, further its multiplying effect acts like a dynamic element of the global economic
system, generating some specific goods and services generating an increase of specific production; thus, the
tourism sustains a diversification of national economy structures.
2.
Using the management principles in tourism
For a clear analyze and offer solutions in order to solve the development of business tourism in
Romania, it is stressing to look out for certain elements. To find out better solutions, a travel agency
specialized in tourism must understand that is a real difference between buyer (customer) and consumer.
Generally, the customer is an employer (company), an organization or an institution who decides the fact
that the employees will travel with a certain purpose, to a certain destination. Practically, for example the
company pays the travel in business interest of the employee or its representative.
It is obvious the fact that the customer is different by the client. On the same time, the employee
effective travel is finally the customer of these services. Obviously, it is the situation when the customer
and consumer is the same person – for example in the case of participation to a scientific conference being
the same person that pays, participating also to the conference. The owner of a small company, same as the
manager, practically pays his own bills on company interest.
The presentation of this difference customer – consumer, has the role to stress out another
difference, named as THE MOTIVATION. Virtually, the interest of the customer and consumer are the
same, but many times, the employee on a mission has own interests, also without any connection to
company interests or the reason why was sent to the mission.
2.1
Urban marketing
Urban marketing represents a concept related to the urban policies aligning to the demands of the
factors already existing in the local economy; the concept is also related to the hopes and expectations
operated outside of it, with the purpose of local economy promotion. The urban development approach
means an overlapping of those two elements – city and market – and, also orientation of all actions to urban
level to the market.
2.2
Promotion of the Romanian tourism potential - factor of improvement of Romania
image as touristic destination and support and increase of economic competivity
increasing
In our country appeared some restraints representing a decrease of tourism competitivity:
- Advantage of prices decreasing due countries competition from the region;
- Late out phasing and staffing on development of certain special tourist products;
- Limited knowledge about external markets and some market cu high prices;
- Inadequate infrastructure facilities, in high degradation status (roads, hotels, communications,
airports and utilities, etc);
- Lack of the quality services oriented to the customers and markets;
- Lack of high management and marketing abilities;
- Lack of important investments on the private market;
- Lack of the legal regulations to this sector and horizontal cooperation with logistical services and
the offer of services or products from other sectors;
Achievement of the purpose of the Romanian tourism competitively increase needs actions
regarding international development and promotion of Romania as a tourist destination, near the
development of a sustainable national touristic industry.
The development of the national touristic brand represents as well a general priority, by sustaining
a country brand achievement with the effect of a foreign investments and to balance out the current
account; also, it is a specific one, if we consider that the tourism development and its secondary effects of

achieving a poor infrastructure, on a medium period might have an important role on assembly captivity
increasing on entire economy. Another important activity is also the promotion of the tourist products and
services on the internal market by using a national campaign of sustaining the Romanian companies
competitively speaking.
The actions are referring to:
- The creation of a positive image of Romania as a touristic destination by defining and promotion
the national touristic brand;
- Internal market development of the tourism by a sustained increasing of the Romanian tourist
products and specific marketing activities;
Development of a national information network consisting of Information Centers and Touristic
Promotion by creating a national database with touristic information, inclusive an integrated national
system of its collecting and distribution is a very important challenge to be achieved.
2.3
Policy in the tourism activities
The national tourism will be oriented and integrated in regional and worldwide trend, from the
point of view of dynamic and orientation in offer structuration.
The objectives established by the Romanian Government in the tourism activities are:
• Increasing of the touristic circulation all over Romania;
• Offer diversification and tourist services increasing;
The Government of Romania wants to double the incomes from tourism activities up to 2010, by
using these aforesaid objectives.
The main measures that will be promoted by the Romanian Government to capitalize the national
touristic potential regarding the following issues:
• The definition and promotion of a national touristic brand to a individualization, stressing out and
insuring of a national specific offer attractively, as well for the final customers and investors, also;
• The stabilization of priorities in the stabilization of priorities of sustaining the tourism related to
the general infrastructure development;
• The cooperation of the governmental bodies with private sector for the promotion of cross border
investments, training process improvement and environment protection;
• Running of the consulting bodies between tourist industry and public administration and tourism
certification;
• According to the international work, transferring to the private sector, of the marketing and
promotion, licensing, certification and classification activities;
• Utilization of a share – part from the funds resulted from the professional conversion of the
workless people, for the preparing and training them in jobs and occupations specific to the tourism
activities;
• Improvement and financing of different educational profile level (tourism high schools and profile
universities);
• Action of tourism promotion to be as qualified possible (IT & C).
3. The Romanian tourism competitively increasing
Having into view the Romanian touristic potential, but in comparison also with the countries from
the same location in Europe, the share to GIP is smaller; the same situation is related to the incomes
obtained by the small companies specialized in tourism activities. This situation is due to the lack of the
complex touristic products, existence of the old fashioned and unmodernised capacities, included on the
nation privatization program between the period of 2001 – 2002 with modern facilities and equipment. In
addition, we can speak about the lack of the housing capacities in touristic areas that supply special
opportunities to practice the special tourism and echo – tourism, also.
There is a total or partial lack of the touristic capacities near the national parks or other protected
areas legally certified by Romanian bodies, according to the legal European requirements. The natural
touristic resources are difficult to be capitalized without an optimal quantitative and quality of housing,
alimentation and advertising structures.
The Romanian tourism represents the economic sector that has a valuable potential of
development, still enough unexploited; thus it might become an attraction source for investors and foreign
tourists. Actually, this thing is difficult due the countries with close border of Romania (Hungary, Bulgaria,
and Croatia) and also by the other specific problems in the Romanian tourism competitively.

The great advantage of Romania regarding the development of the tourism is offered by the
natural and cultural resources of a large diversity all over the country, supplying the possibility to visit a
great number of tourism attractions, representing a large number of tourism specific activities. To describe
general tourist offer, with a poor diversification in the present days, it is important to say that Romania has
an important resources to be exploit and capitalize, during all year long. It is important to stress out national
and natural parks, protected areas, Danube Delta biosphere reservation, cultural patrimony richness and
diversity (monasteries, strongholds, churches, and monuments). In addition, the human communities that
keeps the values of rural cultural civilities in daily life and the opportunities of practicing adventure tourism
provided by the national rivers, spec – tourism, equestrian tourism, travel tourism on the Danube river and
winery tourism sustained by the fact that Romania is on the fifth place on Europe concerning viticulture. Of
course, on the mountain areas Romania’s guests all over the world can practice cycle – tourism with
mountain – bikes but also the off – roads contests.
All these aforementioned opportunities provide to Romania an important potential in order to
develop certain complex tourist product with a result to increase the total number of tourists. Also, the
opportunities to attract the foreign tourists especially are more and more diverse: the offer of the balneal
tourist stations, different shapes of the business tourism generated by congresses, symposiums and
exhibitions, diplomatic actions generated by the adheration of the Romania to the NATO structures as
member, the cultural – scientific life, business opening with multinational companies etc.
To achieve a competitive tourism, it is necessary to achieve some new elements and add some
high quality of the promotional materials, combined with optimal choose of the distribution channels. An
important usage must be offered to the Internet and its opportunities. It is important to increase the activity
of promotion by using the IT means, due the funds lack. Thus, it is important to buy some new modern IT
equipment.
The development sustained of tourist potential, creation and promotion of the national touristic
“brand” represents a basic component to achieve normal parameters. These parameters are adequate to
impose the Romania’s image on the international market as a good personalized destination, different by
the other competitive destinations and finally to attract some new investors and other strategic partners for
the tourist industry development.
Thus, it is necessary to create a complex tourist image by introducing some new elements,
diversification of general promotional materials and promotion elements penetration increasing (brochures,
CD-ROMs, films, maps, etc.) inclusive on all regions (counties and regions) to the level of demand,
creating of the national tourist brand and regional brands for the areas well marked on the international and
national tourist market and increasing of the advertising degree increasing, also.
3.1
Necessary strategic measures in tourism
Regional and local transport and business infrastructure improvement
The purpose of this measure is to support businesses to regional level by co – financing the public
investments in the business infrastructure, including IT&C, additional services to businesses, local transport
(roads) and industrial sites rehabilitation. The measure endorses the local authorities and must lead to a
better business pattern, by accessibility improvement, quality and services range for businesses,
rehabilitation of the industrial zones and the potential development of touristic attractions.
Urban rehabilitation and communal management services development
This is an outstanding measure endorsing the urban rehabilitation by sustaining the investments in
public resorts. Thus, it will be concentrated some measures to upgrade the water networks and also to treat
it and will represent a continuance of SAMTID program for small and medium villages. Its purpose is to
create services suppliers for potable and waste waters. Also, actions include rehabilitation and
modernization of the water supply and sewage networks from small cities. This measure is available for the
cities with a period up to a 10 years period without any repair of public investments in aforementioned city
water networks.
This measure stresses out the local authorities and has the purpose to stop the urban decline and
meanwhile to insure the basic conditions to bring some new investors.
Special Tourism Development
The measure of tourism stimulation has a purpose the stimulation of the special market areas balnear, agro tourism, valorification of the cultural patrimony, representing Romania with an appreciable
potential in many periphery zones of the country, by capitalization the existence of certain areas on this

area on the European market.
This measure consists in a rehabilitation of a combination between
existent facilities, equipment investments and personnel training and will supply incomes and an increase
hiring opportunities in different areas in certain regions of the country.
Improvement and participation access to training programs
This is a measure with the purpose of assist the local authorities to achieve new competences on
the training activities to improve the quality and accessibility, especially in rural areas and small towns.
Also, in small and middle cities to improve existing facilities, by achieving rehabilitation works with
modern training equipment and training courses adapted to the local market necessities.
It is important to achieve a correlation for specific training according to the economic activities in
progress developed in rural areas supported and guided by implementing of the PND priority program:
„Rural economy development and productivity increasing in agriculture, pisciculture and forestry
exploitation”.
In addition, a number of measures are expected related to the investment activities to support
learning conditions necessary to learn the specific knowledge, by adequate endowments with didactic
equipments. This measure is related to the local authorities and public schools as final beneficiaries will
add an important support to the economic growth increasing the opportunities of local working places
training, especially for the people on the disadvantaged areas with a poor economy.
3.2

SMC DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTIVE AND SERVICES SECTORS

It is a measure with the role especially to support new established SMC, by offering non –
refundable support (grants) for investments in production activities, inclusive in the activities with a high
role of labor work, as well as the stimulation of the local SMC clusters training and also, the promotion of
diversification for industrial activities diversification and local strategies. The measure stressing out the
active small companies in disadvantaged zones, involved on the waste recycling and local resources
exploitation.
Another result expected is that using of these measures to stimulate the management spirit of the
population and to add something to the economic increasing and creating also some work places. Thus, it is
possible to create the status to other investitional initiatives unachieved up to that time due the lack of funds
unreleased by the banks.
3.3
WASTE MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT
It is a measure with the purpose to improve the waste systems management in small and medium
cities, as well as the lack of public investments on the past ten years in this sector. These measures are
pointing out the local authorities’ and will be based upon a number of local level local, inclusive the waste
collecting and transport, as well as the management techniques dissemination of the losses with low impact
and to small range, for example such as the platforms of punching. The measure will support to the living
conditions improvement from the periphery zones, as well as the urban decline cases stopping and to the
increasing of the number of localities that complies at the EU regulations.
1.4 CONCLUSIONS
The role played by the urban management on increasing the cities competitively is depending on
the ability used by the local public administrations to use its instruments: the strategic planification oriented
to the market, the urban marketing and advanced financing. The sustainable urban development has certain
performance requirements that combine the protection provided by the statute plans with flexibility,
efficiency and implication offered by the plans oriented to the result. In the process of the strategic
planning, it is very important the local knowledge potential and the demand of the target group are crucial
to provide some policies of development oriented to the market.
In the same time, that means that the urban marketing becomes a part of the planning process and
introduces to the level of the administrative structures a new organizational culture, pro-active, efficient

and orientated to the client. The characteristic of these structures is referring, also to the capability of
finding some advanced forms of financing, on the situations where development projects are greater than
local budget possibilities. There are some alternatives of tourism development: ecotourism, tourism as
holiday house type, bringing also the natural capital, cultural and resources conservation
The touristic destinations are trying hardly to gain a better position on this dynamic market, in a
continuous increasing. In this view, it is a stressing need for intelligent strategies of positioning on the
tourism market, by adding also some distribution channels and price strategies. The tourist market
knowledge, by using studies and analysis, it is a long time period, expensive but very necessary.
An essential question in the marketing of a destination is about to create and manage successfully
a distinctive and attractive image of the damaged area. This thing is related directly and the efforts of
Romania to create own image, distinctive and to promote all over target markets.
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The Negative Impact of the Economic World crisis on
Japanese Economy
The economic crisis which has started in the United States of America towards the
end of the ’90s has gradually extended to all the countries of the world.
Having a strong financial character, the effects are also felt in the Japanese
economy having certain specific peculiarities.
Japan, which is also called The Asian Tiger, is nowadays the second economic
world power. Together with the United States of America, China and Western Europe,
Japan is able to influence the economic development of the whole world. Japan’s
economy was reduced in the 2009’s first trimester with a record yearly rate 15,2 %, in
the context of export’s lowering and of consumers’ expenses diminution, which was
probably the most severe period of Japanese recession The re-examined dates concerning
GDP from the fourth trimester shows its diminution with 14,4 %, conformable to official
statistics. Totally, the economy was reduced with 3,5% in the fiscal year finished on 31th Mars, that means the most severe lowering from 1955, when began the collection of
these dates.
Export goods diminished without preceding with 26% in the previous trimester,
constraining companies like Toyota or Hitachi to reduce their production, number of
entrepreneurs and wages. GDP also diminished with 4% compared with the previous
trimester, much over the 1,6% diminution noted on the American market and the 2,5% in
Europe.
Japan’s economy was reduced fastest in the first trimester of this year because the
demand of Japanese cars, electronics and many others goods diminished against the
global recession .
The optimism concerning an economical increase has started up on the Japanese
money market, when the shares broken the 10000 points’ resistance, in the last eight
months for the first time. “The optimism concerning recurrence is growing” said Ryuta
Otsuka, strategist at Tokyo Securities. “The capital passed in the bond market is returning
in the shares’ and goods’ market.
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Although. Japan imports raw materials, it has 60% of the word’s robotics, is the
3rd in ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy; is remarkably developed in Computer Science,
electronics industry, naval constructions, cars, wood manufacturing, chemical products,
cellulose and paper.
Intensive agriculture together with forestry and fishing represent 1,5% of GDP.
The prices offered to farmers are 2-3 times greater than the world average.
Among cereals rice occupies ½ of the cultivated surface.The net of
communication are jn full modernization. Among exported products ¾ are cars, tourism
is developed but inefficient at the moment as expenses are greater than the income.
Despite all these things Japan is confronted to the most powerful economic
crises which appeared during the last two decades of the 2o-th century which lead to the
decrease of GDP by 10% to less than 2%. But let’s follow Japan’s evolution along the
way.
After1945 Japan underwent a thorough and rapid economic renewal which was
considered to be exceptional and which happed in two stages.
During the 1950-1970 period the annual average growth rate was of 10%, a real
“Japanese miracle”. Thus during this period of time there was an increase the urban
population, industry underwent a steady development surpassing agriculture and
becoming the most important branch of the national economy. The high rate of savings
led to the increase of capital and enabled new investments in the most important domains.
During the 1970-1984 period the Japanese industrial output (YO) was explosive,
achieving a percentage of 162%, according to the estimates of the International Bank of
Reconstruction and Development/World Bank.
By the end of 1980 Japan had surpassed all the developed countries as to the
production of ships, cars, motorbikes, cameras, transistors, television sets, electron
microscope, synthetic staple fibre and cotton. The material and technical help extended
by the USA and the efficient intervention of the state led largely to these

achievements.

The influence of these 2 oil crises during this period of time is emphasized. The
first forces Japan to diversify its supply resources, fact which reduced its dependence on
a single exporting state leading to the increase of investments in research which in its turn
leads to the making of cars which require a reduced amount of fuel.
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Starting with 1991 and the second oil crisis which decreased the growth rate and
the competitiveness of Japanese products on the world market.
The economic policy promoted by Japan was predominantly mercantile, an
essential element being the foreign direct investments protected by the USA and the
European Union which enabled Japanese firms to open their own subsidiaries abroad.
At the beginning of the last decade of the 20th century more and more economic analysts
were sure that Japan’s supremacy is only a matter of years because:”The inadequate
actions of political economy which followed in a period in which all the states of the
world found themselves from both recession and financial crisis from South-East”1 led to
economic regression and stagnation. Among the factors which generate these crises are
the following:
1. The erosion of trust of the

Japanese banking system which had

bankrupt

renowned commercial banks and and some investment firms,
2. Reducing the consumption and therefore of the production owing to a traditional
bent for saving,
3. The high rate of public debt.
The summing up of these elements generally affected economy on the whole:
•

drastic cut down of exports which were considered “the traditional engine
of Japanese economy,

•

the aging of the population,

•

the structure of the economic and financial system,

•

Political rivalry.

In this context we witness the most devastating economic of Japan, which risks
leading to the increase of unemployment and to the decrease of the living standard of the
population.
According to the economic indicators of the latest period of time we see that:
•

the GDP was contracted at an annual rate 12,7% in the last quarter of
2008,

•

Export was reduced with 45% January 2008 generally and with 53% by
the USA which led to a commercial deficit of Japan of 10 billion dollars.

1

Zaharia, Rodica-Milena, World Economy , ASE Editure , Bucharest 2004, p.30.
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In 1995 Japan’s GDP was 5110, 5 billion dollars. The most recent statistics of
December 2008 show that:

Economic

indicators

at

the Values of these indicators (%) December

macroeconomic level

2008 compared to 2007

GDP

Under 2%

Decrease of industrial output

with 9,6%

Unemployment rate

4,4%

The

acceleration

of

consumption La - 4,6%

decrease at

-

GDP under 2%

-

Decrease of industrial output with 9,6%

-

Unemployment rate at 4,4%

-

The acceleration of consumption decrease at – 4,6%.2

The most affected by these crises were the car manufacturers. The Toyota Company
cut down on its production by 50% and declared losses of 400 billion dollars, that is 3,3
billion euros in March 2009 and resorted to dismissing personnel.
The cause of this state of affairs is decrease of the demand and the appreciation of the
yen which put up the price of the yen.
The Honda Company were less affected by the crisis also declared in March 2009 a
decrease of productivity by 35%.
Although some analysts accused the Japanese Government of delayed action to stop
the crisis. The Japanese Government started a program of economic revival of 150 billion
dollars, of which 21 billion dollars are going to be distributed to the population in order
to encourage internal consumption.
Japan, China and South Korea together with other 10 Asian states form a common
front to face the financial crisis and have decided to set up a fund of 120 billion dollars
to offer liquidity in case of stringent necessity.

2

See the Chart at Annex 1
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Another financial package contains the sum of 300 billion dollars and is waiting
for the Parliament’s approval.
Despite of the measures taken or stipulated the trust

rate

the Japanese

Government and the Prime Minister TARO-ASO enjoy dropped to 10%, and the
Finance Minister was forced to resign.
At present the opposition Democratic Party is favoured as to winning the future
elections undermining the liberal leadership which has been governing since 1953.
The United States of America adhered to Japan and appreciated its financial
contribution at the formation of the counter-terrorist coalition in Afghanistan –as a result
Tokio was visited first by the American Secretary of State Hillary – Clinton, and Mr.
TARO-ASO was the first leader received at Washington after Barack Obama’s becoming
president.
Together with the economic and financial crisis entwined wit the political one
Japan is confronted with a continuous aging of the population about 30% of it is above
the age of 60.
The active population was estimated in 2007 at 66.690.000 inhabitants 78% living
in the urban environment and the total population is about 127.433.494 inhabitants.
The GDP per inhabitant per capita was 38.930 USD. The population of Japan could
decrease to less than 95.000.000 inhabitants in 2050 and the GDP would 38.160 USD
per capita.

TOTAL POPULATION

127.500.000 INHABITANTS

ACTIVE POPULATION

66.690.000 INHABITANTS

POPULATION DENSITY

377,2 INHABITANTS/ KM 2

GDP PER INHABITANT

38.930 USD
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According to the last demographic indicators calculated in 2006 one can see that:

BIRTH RATE

8,7 o/oo

GENERAL DEATH RATE

8,6 o/oo

INFANTILE DEATH RATE

2,6 o/oo

LIFE EXPECTANCY IN YEARS

79 MALE 86 FEMALE

- Birth rate 8,7 o/oo
- General death rate 8,6 o/oo
- Infantile death rate 2,6 o/oo
- Life expectancy in years: 79 male şi de 86 la female
This continuous aging of the population may partially be explained by the decrease of
the internal consumption. The chart of the population of Japan during the period 19502007 may be seen Annex 23
To the less favorable prospect of the economy one may add the inappropriate of the
economic-financial system.
Thus the great Japanese groups are made up of commercial banks and esurance
companies of production which extend down to schools and kindergartens. Politicians are
also attracted into this system having the task of supporting the Central Bank.According
to the STRATFOR AGENCY this monolithic economic-financial organization
disadvantages both the population and the state. This organization implies the adaptation
to the new existing conditions on the world arena. As Japan is the 5th major polluter
power in the world, it is going to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 6% as they lead to
the greenhouse effect. As it was agreed by the Kyoto Protocol the pollution reduction
level taken into consideration is the pollution level reached in 1990.
The reduction of the greenhouse gases would be of 50 billion tons according to the
RUTERS AGENCY. In 2008 the noxious emissions got to 1371 tons of carbon dioxide.
The issue of is important all over the world because the degradation environment
means the destruction of industrial contemporary progress. That is why” the triptych of
the fundamental aspirations of the Japanese people could be rephrased in the following
3

see the chart at Annex 2
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way: the prevention of natural desasters, the defense of the localities and the
transformation of the environment in a pleasat place to live. 4
Only this way are the Japanese people going to live not only in the spirit of tradition
but also in the present day world economy.
Diana Andreea Mandricel – economics doctor lecturer of Titu Maiorescu
University

4

Murgescu C., Japan in world economy , Scientific and Encyclopedic Editure Bucharest , 1982, p. 39.
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ANNEX 1:
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ROMANIA AND INTERATIONAL FINANCIAL DEPRESSION.
Senior Lecturer, Ph.D. Silvia Popescu, Titu Maiorescu University, Economics Faculty
The economic depression works in all countries, but in a different way for each of them. For some
countries, the effects are hardly marking all the fields of economy, as long as for other countries there are
affected just certain fields, with not so hard impact, so is easier to struggle against. That’s why, the antidepression rules are partly common and partly specific, differing from a country to another, or from a group
of states to another one. We can say that the general aspect is the scarcity of cash, the stopping or slowing
down granting loans by banks, with a bad effect on people and business environment. The worriest thing is
not the lowering of development rate, but the fact that many countries are crossing a period of economic
uncertainity and there are no available predictions about how long this period will be.
The economic depression in Romania is mainly a home-induced one, generated by a mistaken mix of
macroeconomic policy during several years.
The main cause for depression is an excessive cosumption by indebting.
So, we have an over-consumption depression. To surpass it means: to eliminate the wastes, to make
investments in infrastructure, to make a real fiscal reform that not be neutral, by implementing structural
reforms.

1. ECONOMIC DEPRESSION AND THE EFFECT OF ECONOMIC GLBALIZATION.
The economic depression works in all countries, but in a different way for each of them. For some
countries, the effects are hardly marking all the fields of economy, as long as for other countries there are
affected just certain fields, with not so hard impact, so is easier to struggle against. That’s why, the antidepression rules are partly common and partly specific, differing from a country to another, or from a group
of states to another one. We can say that the general aspect is the scarcity of cash, the stopping or slowing
down granting loans by banks, with a bad effect on people and business environment. The worriest thing is
not the lowering of development rate, but the fact that many countries are crossing a period of economic
uncertainity and there are no available predictions about how long this period will be.
1.1. The Global impact of Depression
The economic depression occured at first in the USA and expanded very fast to entire World Economy.
The globalisation of depression imposed the need of a meeting of the most economic powers leaders to
find solutions. The leaders of the most 20 powerful economic countries, meaning 75% of the World
Economy, established an agreement upon anti-depression measures. Although the measures are different
from a country to another, the common conclusion is that the state should imply in economy. So, the state
support will be given to banks and some industries, with the purpose to minimize the consequences of
depression upon population. At the same time, it was established to increase the role of International
Monetary Fund and World Bank in helping countries with less financial possibilities to support some fields
of their economies.
Inside the European Union it was decided a set of common measures, the most important of them aiming
consumption stimulation, avoiding a wave of business failures, sustaining the most disadvantaged social and
economic categories of people and a sustainable development on long run.
To stimulate the consumption it was proposed a cut of VAT to 15% in the countries where it is higher. To
avoid the business failures means a state support for that companies which, having great difficulties, could
determine the rise of unemployment rate, or even, could stop the activity of some certain fields of economy.
That’s why the support will be submitted to great industrial groups, under the condition they shoud be able to
recover as soon as possible.
On the other hand, the European Commission recommended state financial submissions to small
companies that can’t recover by their own, and to private husbandries. They also recommended as all the
state loans to be granted for long-run projects and to be included in the state budgets for several years. This
recommendation, as well as the idea of some public expenditures cutting has the purpose to keep the budget
deficit at a level of 3% of GDP, as it was established by the Community.
The financial support against the recession in all the states of European Union should represent 1.5% of
the Communitary GDP, meaning 200 billion euro, on the condition the national support to be 1.2% of GDP,
and the difference to be offered from the European Union budget.

1.2. Solutions Adjusted To Romania’s Problems

In Romania, the results of depression are present mainly in the Real Estate field, including the
construction sector, but also in a decreasing of manufacturing products for export or for domestic market (i.e.
auto industry).
These results due to the scarcity of cash, caused by the fact that banks from Romania financed the loans
for domestic market by borrowing money from their headquarters from abroad, not by rising their own
capitals or by stimulating the population savings.
But banks are not the only guilty institutions implied. So, the savings of people and companies, which
might be the main source in financing the banks (and the cheapest), were discouraged by negative efficiency
and by taxing the incoms provided by interests. Much more, the guarantee at low levels practised for
deposits, made many capitals to move to other markets, where the whole sum of money in banks is
guaranteed. Another occured problem was the trading deficit, also reflected in the current account, as long as
in 2009 the movement of capitals owing to Romanian workers from abroad, as well as foreign straight
investments are diminished.
The difficulties are worsen by the growing of budget deficit perspectives, due to a reduction of public
rises because of lowering the companies profits and population incomes.
To stop the problems that Romanian economy has to face this year, the Government have to put in
practise some of recommended measures by the European Commission. The highest efficiency on long run
would be granting financial support to some companies, to agriculture and to invest in infrastructure. To
cover these suplimentary expenditures the Government shoud cut other less important budgetary ones.
The state financial support for those companies that are able for a fast recover if they get funds the banks
can’t offer now is one of the most efficient methods to prevent the unemployment rate rise. For this purpose
must be selected only companies producing competitive goods, both for home and foreign markets (i.e. auto
makers, foodstuff industry, textile industry, footwear industry, furniture industry etc). The foodstuff industry
should be supported especially, by this way being helped an important rural social class, and facilitate the
Romanian producers to become dominant on the home-market. At the same time, our foodstuff industry
could become competitive on international markets.
The most important anti-depression measure is considered to be the financing of infrastructure projects,
especially in transportation. This measure is useful not only for new jobs, but also for the integration of
Romania in the European Union, will cut the prices for transportation and will make to increase the goods
transited from the Eastern countries to European Union countries through Romania. So could be offered new
opportunities of development for the companies working in this field.
The development of infrastructure is not only an anti-depression measure, but it is the most important one
for future economic development of Romania. Without investments in transportation infrastructure, Romania
will escape from depression poorer and more disadvantaged than its present position, comparing to the other
countries of Europe.

2. ECONOMIC DEPRESSION IN ROMANIA – A DOMESTIC ONE
The economic depression in Romania is mainly a home-induced one, generated by a mistaken mix of
macroeconomic policy during several years. The economic growth proved to be non-sustenable, falling down
in only one quarter. The growth was based on a debt-financed consumption and the private consumption
turned to excess because all the macroeconomic measures were thought in a pro-cyclical manner. In our
opinion, the most damaging measure was the unique tax quotation on incomes, that stimulated the
consumption. Now we have the first over-consumption recession in Romania.
The population should not be blamed for this depression. In the future they must be better informed about
their own income expectations. But the Government could be criticized for its strategic error: it spent all the
economic growth and indebted hundreds million euro on short-run (even for a week), at a high inerest rate.
That means there are no budgetary funds for current expenditures, including the salaries of state employees.
The first step in stopping the depression should be the cutting of wastes and budgetary expenditures in
administration. The cheapest money is that you already have and can save it. Those savings could be used for
investments in infrastructure, this way bringing new jobs and pushing up other economic fields. Such kind of
investments must be fulfiled by making a multi-yearly budgetary planification, being the only way to reduce
suplimentary costs. Also the fiscal policy mistakes must be removed - not only to rise the budgetary
funds,but also for a more proper distribution of taxes, in the benefit of disadvataged social categories.
At the same time, a public plan for joining euro currency must be assumed, with a certain decided deadline.This will grow up the foreign trust in our economy (and a lower cost for foreign loans, implicitly),and
most of all, we’ll be obliged to make needed financial and budgetary reforms, as well as the structural
reforms (conerning the rising of level of competition, labour market flexibility, agriculture modernizing,
beaurocracy reduction).

3. THE SPECIFICITY OF FINANCIAL DEPRESSION IN ROMANIA
The financial depression hit all the World and is already present in Romania. The Stock Exchange was
stopped, national currency dropped to the lowest rates of exchange, Real Estate field collapsed. That’s why
we want to expose the main vectors that influence nowadays finance depression in Romania and some advice
for people in this period of uncertainity.
3.1. Where the financial depression is felt
- The Stock Evchange – The transactions were closed in Bucharest and Sibiu Stocks. This was a
protective measure, as when the falling is more than 15%, the instability is dangerous. But this is not a reason
to panic the population. The companies listed at the Stock can’t turn down the Romanian economy.
- The Banks – Some of them have shares listed at the Stock, but they are not depending on the
quotations. The only bad thing that can happen could be the panic of population, meaning huge withdrawins
of cash, but this was not happened until now.
- The Currency rate of exchange – The dropping of RON rate will bring a higher price for loans granted
in foreign currency, affecting many people. Also, an important falling could induce consecutive higher prices
and problems on converging markets.
- The Real Estate maket – Already in recession for several month caused by the freeze of the market,
this field could be hardly affected by an important falling of the RON currency rate.
- The National Bank of Romania (BNR) Policy – For a moment, BNR was implied decisively only
when the situation seemed to turn out of control, offering a safety sentiment to population.
- Political actions - the nearest election campaign could deep the inflation in Romania, due to promises
of politicians and the reaction of trade unions.
3.2. Advice for population (from the Governor of BNR)
- Romanian state offers guarantee for less than 20,000 euro deposits. For bigger sums of money the
market is still stable, but the risk is higher.
- There is not a good period for Stock Exchange investments. Big fluctuations could turn an investment
into a loss.
- It is not recommended to make Estate trades. Instability of the market could be dangerous.
- Loans: the most disadvantagious seem to be those granted in dollars and euro, because of the national
currency dropping. Would be better to avoid making loans in this period.
- The population must expect a new wave of high prices.

CONCLUSIONS
The international financial depression was just the trigger for our economic depression, affecting the
financial resources. Our consumption was based on debt, and now we need to borrow more expensively or
don’t. This is available for Government, firms and population. The weaknesses of a desequilibrated economy
are evident now. The first sign is the loss of many jobs. During 2009 the budget incomes were less and more
difficult to be rised because the scarcity of cash. To stimulate the loans by BNR measures it will not be
enough.
The solution to pass an over-consumption depression is not to stimulate all types of cosumptions. By that
way it could be only delayed with some quarters. Depression in Romania has other reasons. It is a domesticimproved depression, specific to our way of development. The poorest people should be sustained in this
period. That doesn’t mean more money and a higher cosumption. Nor the consumption of Romanian
products obviously is not perfectly available.
The solution to surpass an over-consumption depression is more complex than a help from the State,
risking to generate a higher inflation.
We have an over-consumption depression. To surpass it means: to eliminate the wastes, to make
investments in infrastructure, to make a real fiscal reform that not be neutral, by implementing structural
reforms.
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Some aspects of an insurance model are analysed.
The insurance market equilibrium being either separating or pooling, some linear models can be used to
promote more efficient allocation of consumption
We deal with a private market ,under the hypothesis that the households can save in a bequeathable asset as
well .
Keywords : self-insurance , loss probability , utility function , critical set
(JEL: C , G)
In the case ( see: 1 ) of an insurance market with adverse selection , consumers will not enjoy an
effective insurance.
In the case of an insurance market with two types of customers, not having the same loss probability , Rotschild
and Stiglitz shown that the one having the low loss probability will,in the case of the separating equilibrium , not
even the net incomes.
This is the reason why they are looking for other ways to equilibrate their consumption.
The self-insurance option is taken into account .
Suppose that in a market there exist two different types of householders : T1 and T2 .
the next are known :

the type the weight in the loss
the market
probability
T1
π1
p1
T2
π2
p2

The pre-insurance wealth is η1 = m ; the possible loss is = k , the same for the two types : so,the final wealth will
be η2 = m – k.
Consider a utility function U , strictly increasing,stirctly concave , differentiable of order 2 ( for
example, U(x) = x /(1+x) ).
For a consumption plan c = ( c1 , c2 ) , the utility repartitions are:
-

 U(c1 ) U(c 2 ) 
 ; the average utility is given by
p1 
 1 − p1

for the householder T1 : U1 (c) = 

U1 (c) = ( 1 − p1 ) ⋅ U(c1 ) + p1 ⋅ U(c 2 )
-

 U(c1 ) U(c 2 ) 
 ; the average utility is given by
p 2 
1 − p 2

for the householder T2 : U 2 (c) = 

U 2 (c) = ( 1 − p 2 ) ⋅ U(c1 ) + p 2 ⋅ U(c 2 )

-2By signing an insurance contract x , the pre-insurance wealth η = (η1 ;η2 ) turns to the
post-insurance wealth x = ( x1 ; x2 ) and the residual wealth becomes = η – x.
The insurance contract is actuarially reliable for Ti if the average of η – x is zero ,

( 1 − p i ) ⋅ ( η1 − x1 ) + p i ⋅ ( η2 − x 2 ) = 0

i.e. :

The actuarial reliability for the pair of householders is then given by the condition

π 1 ⋅ U 1 (c ) + π 2 ⋅ U 2 (c ) = 0
Let’s discuss now about a self-insurance option and his consequences :
a self-insurance option consists in giving up e unis of income in the good state , and increasing the income in the
bad state by λ·e .
So, the contract x = ( x1 ; x2 ) becomes ( x1 - e ; x2 + λ·e ).
To provide an example, we-ll use the utility function

 x 
U( x) = ATANH

 x + 1
considered to be very suitable ( 2 ; 3 ) in studying equilibrium problems .
To find the optimal decizion for a householder, we have only to look for the maximum value of the average
utility , i.e.:

F(e; λ ) = ( 1 − p ) ⋅ U( x1 − e ) + p ⋅ U ( x 2 + λ ⋅ e ) .
The critical set for F(e; λ ) , denoted by K(x1,x2,p) , is the interior of an ellipse in the
(e0λ ) plane , taking into account that

∂F
does not vanish in the first quadrant in (e0λ ).
∂λ

In the case of the two customers T1,2 as above , there deduce the next :
-

if the two critical sets are disjoint , then insurance market equilibrium is separating
if no , the insurance market equilibrium is pooling.
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